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Abstract 
 

Osteoporosis poses a substantial burden to patients and health systems globally, being 

associated with fragility fractures, increased mortality, impaired quality of life, and high costs. 

Manifold causative factors contribute to loss of BMD and microarchitectural changes and the 

pathophysiological mechanisms of osteoporosis are complex. Fundamentally, there are 

effective pharmacological options to reverse bone loss or at least stop its progression. 

However, there is still a large diagnostic gap leading to patients that would be eligible for 

therapy, but remain undetected and thus, untreated. X-ray computed tomography is the gold 

standard for spinal imaging when it comes to accurate fracture assessment, providing a high 

spatial resolution, high contrast regarding bone tissue, and short examination times. However, 

considerable radiation exposure limits the applicability for bone loss diagnostics. The use of 

opportunistic screening for low BMD — i.e., in non-dedicated imaging data acquired for other 

clinical indications — has the potential to overcome this barrier. Moreover, advanced technical 

realizations like dual-layer spectral CT (DLCT) allow the extraction of additional information 

emerging from differential spectral attenuation. The purpose of this thesis was to apply DLCT 

imaging methods in vivo for bone loss diagnostics and evaluate its clinical potential for 

opportunistic BMD measurements regarding accuracy and diagnostic value for both native and 

contrast-enhanced examinations from day-to-day clinical care. Both scientific papers this 

dissertation is based on describe prospective, cross-sectional, mono-center analyses of 

previously acquired imaging data. Fundamentally, virtual monoenergetic images at different 

energy levels derived from DLCT data were used for hydroxyapatite-specific BMD 

quantification. For the first in-vivo application, bone mineral quantification was implemented 

via calibration to hydroxyapatite with the European Spine Phantom, and results were 

compared with QCT-BMD as the standard of reference. For contrast-enhanced CT 

examinations, parallel use of spectral information with DLCT-based BMD and vascular iodine 

contrast measurements was implemented, additionally adjusting for iodine-contrast-related 

alterations of CT attenuation values. In summary, DLCT allows for BMD assessment in routine 

clinical examinations without the need for in-scan calibration phantoms. With adjustments for 

vascular iodine contrast, BMD can be opportunistically measured in virtually all DLCT data 

acquired in clinical routine. Opportunistic use of DLCT for bone loss diagnostics may help 

optimizing clinical care by expanding applicability, concomitantly sparing patients additional 

dedicated BMD assessment. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 
Osteoporose stellt weltweit eine erhebliche Belastung für Patienten und Gesundheitssysteme 

dar, da sie mit pathologischen Frakturen, erhöhter Sterblichkeit, eingeschränkter 

Lebensqualität und hohen Kosten verbunden ist. Die pathophysiologischen Mechanismen der 

Osteoporose sind komplex und vielfältige Ursachen tragen zum Knochendichteverlust und zu 

mikrostrukturellen Veränderungen bei. Grundsätzlich gibt es wirksame pharmakologische 

Optionen, um den Knochenverlust umzukehren oder zumindest sein Fortschreiten 

aufzuhalten. Es gibt jedoch immer noch eine große diagnostische Lücke, die dazu führt, dass 

Patienten, die für eine Therapie in Frage kämen, unerkannt und damit unbehandelt bleiben. 

Die Computertomographie ist der Goldstandard in der Wirbelsäulenbildgebung für die genaue 

Beurteilung von Knochenbrüchen. Sie bietet eine hohe räumliche Auflösung, hohen Kontrast 

des Knochengewebes und kurze Untersuchungszeiten. Die erhebliche Strahlenbelastung 

schränkt jedoch die Anwendbarkeit für die Osteoporose-Diagnostik ein. Der Einsatz eines 

opportunistischen Screenings für niedrige Knochendichte hat das Potenzial, diese Barriere zu 

überwinden. Darüber hinaus ermöglichen fortschrittliche technische Realisierungen wie die 

Zweischicht-Spektral-CT (DLCT) einen zusätzlichen Informationsgewinn durch differentielle 

spektrale Abschwächung. Ziel dieser Arbeit war die in-vivo Anwendung der DLCT für die 

Osteoporose-Diagnostik sowie die Beurteilung ihres klinischen Potenzials für opportunistische 

Knochendichtemessungen mit Blick auf Messpräzision und diagnostischen Wert für native und 

kontrastverstärkte Untersuchungen aus dem klinischen Alltag. Beide wissenschaftlichen 

Arbeiten, auf denen diese Dissertation basiert, sind prospektive, monozentrische 

Querschnittsanalysen von zuvor erhobenen Bildgebungsdaten. Grundsätzlich wurden aus 

DLCT-Datensätzen virtuelle monoenergetische Bilder verschiedener Energieniveaus 

abgeleitet und zur phantomlosen Knochendichte-Quantifizierung verwendet. Zunächst wurde 

für die In-vivo-Anwendung eine Kalibrierung auf Hydroxylapatit mit dem European Spine 

Phantom implementiert und die Ergebnisse mit QCT-BMD als Referenzstandard verglichen. 

Für kontrastverstärkte CT-Untersuchungen wurde eine parallele Nutzung der spektralen 

Informationen mit DLCT-basierten Knochendichte- und vaskulären Jodkontrastmessungen 

eingesetzt, wobei zusätzlich eine Adjustierung für jodkontrastbedingte Veränderungen der 

Messwerte vorgenommen wurde. Zusammenfassend ermöglicht die DLCT eine 

Knochendichtemessung bei klinischen Routineuntersuchungen auch ohne ein 

Referenzphantom zur Kalibrierung während des Scans. Mit Anpassungen für den vaskulären 

Jodkontrast kann die Knochendichte in praktisch allen DLCT-Datensätzen, die in der 

klinischen Routine erfasst werden, opportunistisch gemessen werden. Die opportunistische 

Nutzung der DLCT für die Diagnostik von Osteoporose kann dazu beitragen, die klinische 

Versorgung zu optimieren, indem sie die Anwendbarkeit erweitert und gleichzeitig den 

Patienten zusätzliche spezielle BMD-Messungen erspart.  
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Principles of computed tomography 

 

1.1.1 X-ray generation and interaction of photons with matter 

 

The clinical introduction of x-ray computed tomography (CT) in the 1970s has had a radical 

and lasting impact on the field of radiology since the modality nowadays constitutes a key tool 

allowing for both numerous diagnostic and — with respect to image-guided interventions — 

therapeutic possibilities. Imaging with medical CT systems is based on the use of x-rays, a 

form of high-energy electromagnetic radiation (Pelc, 2014). In contrast to conventional 

radiographs, they provide cross-sectional images with x-rays penetrating examined structures 

from various projection angles. In a clinical context, CT has found a broad application for a 

variety of working diagnoses, particularly relating to neuroimaging (e.g., ischemic stroke, 

intracranial bleeding), thoracic imaging (e.g., lung pathologies, pulmonary embolism, aortic 

dissection), abdominal imaging (e.g., intestinal pathologies, tumor screening, urolithiasis), 

vascular imaging (e.g., aortic aneurysms, peripheral artery occlusive disease) or 

musculoskeletal imaging (e.g., spinal disorders, articular fractures). Furthermore, short 

examination times and widespread availability in developed regions qualify the CT for initial 

orientating imaging of polytraumatized patients in emergency care settings (Aran et al., 2014; 

Odle, 2020). However, its use is limited by substantial radiation exposure with ionizing, dose-

dependent effects of x-rays being responsible for radiation-induced cellular damage (Reisz, 

Bansal, Qian, Zhao, & Furdui, 2014) and carcinogenic, mutagenic as well as reprotoxic 

alterations. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the computed tomography scanner setup. 

A 
 

C 

B B 
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As for the technical setup, a CT scanner essentially consists of an x-ray tube (A) with an 

opposing detector (C), both integrated in the rotating gantry as well as a patient table (B) that 

can be continuously moved in the so-called z-axis, i.e., perpendicular to the image plane (Fig. 

1). The x-ray tube generates a spectrum of x-ray photons with different energies: First off, an 

electrically heated cathode thermically emits electrons. A high tube potential of usually 80 to 

140 kVp (Withers, 2021) effects and regulates the acceleration of these electrons through the 

air-evacuated housing towards the anode. When impinging at the focal spot, the electrons 

interact with the anode material and get abruptly decelerated. Here, a major part of the 

electrons’ kinetic energy converts to heat and a minor part to x-ray photons in form of a 

continuous spectrum of bremsstrahlung as well as intensity peaks of characteristic radiation 

originating from direct interactions with electrons of the anode material. An adjustable tube-

side collimator then confines the dispersion of x-rays at the exit window. 

The maximum x-ray photon energy or else the threshold wavelength is predetermined 

by the kinetic energy of an electron, which in turn depends on the applied tube potential 

(Withers, 2021). In modern CT systems, an efficient generator is required to supply the electric 

power in conjunction with a fast and stable tube current and tube potential available in high 

repetition. Moreover, several constructive elements are needed for sufficient heat dissipation, 

such as a surrounding cooling liquid and rotational design of the anode to avoid exceeding its 

heat storage capacity (Ginat & Gupta, 2014). 

On the way to the opposed detector, the x-ray photons penetrate the examined regions 

of the patient’s body thereby gradually losing energy. As x-rays interact with matter, e.g., in 

the form of different body tissues, two principal effects dominate the attenuation of x-ray 

intensity in the energy range relevant for clinical CT imaging — photoelectric absorption and 

inelastic scattering (Compton scattering). 

 

Figure 2: Photoelectric absorption. 

Adapted from: “Events in the photoelectric absorption progress” (Alpen, 1998) 
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As for the photoelectric effect, the entire energy of an incident x-ray photon gets transferred to 

an inner shell electron, typically of the K-shell, which in turn gets ejected from the atom. To 

retake the original low-energy state of the atom, an outer shell electron fills up this vacancy of 

the K-shell, thereby emitting a photon of the respective energy difference (Fig. 2). Photoelectric 

absorption depends on the atomic number (Z), physical density (ρ) and varies inversely to the 

photon energy (E), with experimentally derived values being approximately 3 ≤ m ≤ 4 and 3 ≤ 

n ≤ 3.5 (Heismann, 2003): 

 

𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ~ 𝜌 ×  
𝑍𝑚

𝐸𝑛  

 

The Compton effect refers to a form of scattering, in which an incident x-ray photon transfers 

a part of its energy to a weakly bound outer shell electron. The scattered photon gets deflected 

and — according to the law of energy conservation — moves on with decreased energy or 

longer wavelength (Compton shift). 

 

 

Figure 3: Compton scattering. 

Adapted from: “Clinical applications of radiophotoluminescence (RPL) dosimetry in 

evaluation of patient radiation exposure in Radiology. Determination of absorbed and 

effective dose” (Manninen, 2014) 

 

By contrast to photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering is independent of a material’s 

atomic number. Nonetheless, the Compton effect´s contribution to total attenuation is still 

material-dependent, as more radiation energy gets absorbed in tissues with higher physical 

density. In contrast to absorbed x-ray photons, all transmitted ones contribute to the image 

generation at the detector level. As reflected by the above formulae, the Compton effect is less 
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M  
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photon 
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dependent on photon energy than the photoelectric effect. The energy-dependency of these 

two subprocesses represents the basis for compositional imaging using advanced CT methods 

like dual-energy CT (DECT), with the Photoelectric effect being the dominant influence at low 

energy range, while energy-dependency of Compton effect is markedly less pronounced 

(Heismann, 2003). 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 ~
𝜌 ×  𝑒

𝐸
 

 

The introduction of slip-ring technology facilitated the faster, helical acquisition of modern CT 

scanners (Ginat & Gupta, 2014) with two synchronous and continuous movements: gantry 

rotation and table movement. This allows for uncoupling table movement and image 

reconstruction, thus inducing higher flexibility and fewer motion artifacts. Some applications, 

however, such as specific cranial CT protocols, still utilize an axial acquisition pattern. This 

sequential acquisition mode reduces a certain type of scanning artifacts related to 

incongruencies of spirally acquired image data that are not compensable with z interpolation 

(helical artifacts) and may arise when attenuation behavior of anatomical structures abruptly 

changes in z-direction (Barrett & Keat, 2004). 

Minimizing radiation exposure is pivotal in clinical CT imaging and there are several essential 

acquisition protocol parameters relevant for optimal dose management: the tube potential 

[kVp], the tube current [mA], exposure time [s], the slice collimation, and the pitch factor 

(Willemink & Noel, 2019). The tube potential between cathode and anode determines the 

maximum energy of the emitted x-ray spectrum, whereas the product of tube current and 

exposure time [mAs] determines the quantity of emitted radiation. Both parameters therefore 

influence radiation dose and affect image quality. Of note, modern CT systems use modulation 

of tube current to adjust for individual patient anatomy, allowing for substantial reduction of 

radiation dose (Kalender, Wolf, & Suess, 1999). In theory, any variation in slice collimation can 

also affect radiation dose by means of overbeaming or overranging effects, however, for 

smaller slice collimations in clinical practice, increases in spatial resolution outweigh 

concurrently increased image noise, leading to a dose-adjusted benefit in image quality (Nagel, 

2007). In helical CT, the pitch factor is commonly defined as the relation of table movement to 

slice collimation during a complete gantry rotation. For fixed slice collimation, increasing the 

pitch factor (e.g., to values between 1,5 and 2) extends the length scanned within a certain 

time, or conversely reduces exposure time for a defined scan length (Prokop, 2007). Slice 

collimation refers to the focusing of the x-ray beam and is achieved by a tube-side shutter 

arrangement as well as a respective selection of active detector elements, thus also 

determining the acquisition slice thickness along the z-axis (Goldman, 2008). 
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1.1.2 Data acquisition and image reconstruction 

 

Within the CT detector, transmitted x-rays are being converted to imaging data, thus being the 

usable image-generating fraction of total radiation. Modern CT scanners use solid-state 

scintillation detectors consisting of multiple individual detector elements. First, a scintillator 

absorbs the impinging x-ray photons, thereby transforming their energy to light photons, which 

in turn are sensed by a subjacent photodiode that translates the registered information into an 

electric signal corresponding to the absorbed x-ray photon intensity. 

Based on the detected intensity of transmitted x-ray photons, the absorption coefficient 

 of a certain projection can be calculated by means of the Beer-Lambert law (Hubbell, 1999): 

 

𝐼 = 𝐼0 × 𝑒−𝜇 × 𝑑  

 

I: attenuated intensity   : absorption coefficient, material- and energy-dependent 

I0: initial intensity   d: distance 

 

The entirety of measured attenuated x-ray intensities represents the information on the 

differential tissue absorption behavior of an examined layer and is the foundation of CT image 

generation, as the eventual CT images essentially represent a spatial distribution of these 

attenuation coefficients. With a normalization to the attenuation coefficient of water, the 

calculated mean attenuation coefficients of the volume elements (voxels) are translated to CT 

numbers (or Hounsfield Units, HU) (Brooks & Di Chiro, 1976), which are eventually depicted 

as gray-scale values in a corresponding pixel matrix: 

 

𝐻𝑈 =  
1000 × (𝜇 −  𝜇𝐻2𝑂)

𝜇𝐻2𝑂
 

 

For 12-bit CT images, the scale ranges from -1024 to 3071 HU, with pure air and water at both 

standard temperature (0 °C) and pressure (105 pascals) constituting two benchmarks at -1000 

and 0 HU, respectively (Ese, 2019). Brighter voxels represent more attenuating or hyperdense 

tissues (e.g., bone) whereas less attenuating, hypodense tissues (e.g., fat) are imaged as dark 

voxels. 

Downstream to the data acquisition on the detector level, a high-performance computer 

processes cross-sectional CT images based on the raw projection data of the examined 

volume and assigns attenuation values to individual voxels that are eventually integrated within 

a two-dimensional image matrix. 
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As for the image reconstruction, filtered back projection (FBP) is a common analytical algorithm 

for CT image reconstruction. Within an examined slice, all registered x-ray attenuation profiles 

are projected back for each individual projection angle. Here, the application of high-pass filters 

prior to the process of back projection into the image domain can effectively reduce the blur of 

examined objects, e.g., sharp convolution kernels are used to emphasize bone edges. Modern 

clinical CT systems increasingly draw on iterative reconstruction (IR) methods, which 

repeatedly approximate an image assumption to the measured dataset, more advanced 

methods further integrate statistical models (Willemink & Noel, 2019). Contrary to FBP, these 

methods do require more computational power but also decouple image noise and image 

sharpness, therefore providing both efficient denoising and substantial dose reduction (Geyer 

et al., 2015). Overcoming technical limitations pertaining to computation power, IR methods 

are nowadays routinely applied in clinical care and there is evidence suggesting a superior 

diagnostic image quality in various clinical scenarios, e.g., improved depiction of coronary 

anatomy in cardiac CT (Yoo et al., 2013) and effective dose reduction in obese patients (R. 

Wang et al., 2012). 

As individual voxels are irradiated from numerous projections, eventual CT images lack 

projection-related overlays, which facilitates the spatial delineation of structures in all three 

dimensions. However, the extensive data acquisition is accompanied by substantial radiation 

dose and, by now, the relevance of strategies for optimal dose management has been known 

for a while in the radiological community (Frush, 2004). Although there is no reliable 

prospective data on biological effects of radiation doses below 100 mSv, diagnostic x-ray 

imaging and particularly CT accounts for a substantial share in civilizational radiation exposure 

(Hendee & O'Connor, 2012). This circumstance not only calls for a clear medical indication by 

a qualified radiologist but also underlines the importance of retrieving maximum diagnostic 

information from conducted examinations, which is the objective of opportunistic imaging. 

 

1.1.3 Application of contrast media 

 

Even though imaging of soft tissues is free of superimpositions and therefore superior to 

conventional radiography, low contrast of different soft tissues with similar mass attenuation 

values is a substantial shortcoming of CT. The application of contrast agents can improve 

spatial delineation of anatomic structures and pathologies and is therefore regularly used in 

various clinical situations such as tumor screening or angiography. Contrast agents can be 

applied via several administration routes: intravenous, oral, rectal, intrathecal, transurethral, 

etc. 

At the molecular level, x-ray contrast media usually contain iodine and therefore are 

substances with high molecular weight or rather high effective atomic number. In comparison 
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with most other body tissues, iodinated contrast agents positively enhance image contrast 

through an intensified attenuation of x-ray photons depending on their concentration (Solbak 

et al., 2020), which is mainly attributable to photoelectric absorption. 

For intravascular application, a contrast agent power injector conduces the 

administration of a prewarmed medium with a predefined volume and flow rate, hereafter 

flushing the vascular access with an isotonic saline chaser bolus. 

Hypersensitivity reactions including the feeling of heat at the injection site, metallic 

taste, or local skin reactions can occur after intravascular application as well as contrast 

extravasation. Furthermore, intravascular contrast agents may evoke adverse clinical events 

and cause or aggravate renal failure, hyperthyroidism, or allergic reactions (severe skin 

reaction, bronchospasm, anaphylaxis, circulatory failure) (Beckett, Moriarity, & Langer, 2015; 

Singh & Daftary, 2008). Thus, the use of iodinated contrast agents is contraindicated in 

patients with the beforementioned conditions. 

 

1.1.4 Dual-energy computed tomography 

 

Dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) is a particular CT technique using two separate x-

ray photon energy spectra for image generation. In contrast to conventional polychromatic CT, 

DECT exploits the specific attenuation behavior of materials at different x-ray energy levels 

providing information on differential attenuation of the x-ray spectrum within the patient´s body. 

Of note, the basic principles of DECT date back to the very early days of CT and have already 

been described by Godfrey Hounsfield in 1973 — almost simultaneously with the first 

introduction of CT itself (Hounsfield, 1973): 

 

“Two pictures are taken of the same slice, one at 100 kV and the other at 140 kV. […] 

One picture can then be subtracted from the other by the computer so that areas of 

high atomic numbers can be enhanced. […] For example, tests carried out to date have 

shown that iodine (z = 53) can be readily differentiated from calcium (z = 20).” 

 

Soon after, Alvarez and Macovski developed the mathematical background for material 

decomposition using line integrals. As already briefly outlined in a previous section, both 

principal interactions with matter, photoelectric absorption, and Compton effect have different 

energy dependencies. At a certain energy level, the mass attenuation coefficient of an 

individual voxel can be regarded as the summation of absorption and scattering (Alvarez & 

Macovski, 1976): 

 

𝜇(𝐸, 𝑍, 𝜌) = (𝑎𝑝ℎ(𝑍)𝑓𝑝ℎ(𝐸) + 𝑎𝑐(𝑍)𝑓𝑐(𝐸))  ×  𝜌 
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The basic principle of spectral imaging is to exploit this unique energy-dependency of mass 

attenuation coefficients at different energy levels, which allows for inferences on tissue 

composition, e.g., differentiation of materials or tissues that otherwise would have similar 

attenuation values in conventional CT — the basis for advanced applications like material 

quantification or decomposition. Interestingly, even the potential of DECT for quantification of 

bone mineral density (BMD) was recognized shortly after its initial description (Genant & Boyd, 

1977). 

Nevertheless, it took a long time for DECT to become available for clinical applications 

due to technical barriers. Nowadays, there are various vendor-specific configurations of DECT 

regarding image acquisition, of which most pursue a source-based approach. Dual-source CT 

(DSCT), for instance, features two separate x-ray sources of different tube potential (e.g., 80 

and 140 kVp) including their associated detector, which are arranged in a nearly perpendicular 

orientation (McCollough, Leng, Yu, & Fletcher, 2015). Through the spatial offset of both tube-

detector-arrangements, a ninety degrees rotation formally suffices for complete data 

acquisition and both acquisition systems can be adjusted individually. Thus, dual-source CT 

allows a high temporal resolution, being favorable for examinations of moving organs such as 

heart imaging (Flohr et al., 2006). However, this set-up also features constructive limitations: 

the secondary acquisition system is regularly designed with a smaller detector size which 

results in a reduced field of view for dual-energy use, and in conjunction with a helical 

acquisition mode, DSCT shows an incongruity of dual-energy raw projection data not allowing 

for material-decomposition in projection space (Patino et al., 2016). Besides, cross-scatter is 

another intrinsic drawback referring to misregistration of deflected x-rays on the non-

associated detector, which increases noise and requires algorithms for correction (Petersilka, 

Stierstorfer, Bruder, & Flohr, 2010) and deteriorates separation of x-ray spectra. Contrary to 

that, rapid-kVp-switching CT refers to a set-up in which one x-ray source quickly alternates 

between two different tube potentials and high- and low-energy data are acquired in projection 

space with minimal time offset, but as a downside features technical limitations regarding an 

overlap of the high- and low-energy spectra (Garnett, 2020). Of note, both acquisition 

techniques must be selected prior to the examination, implying that opportunistic analyses of 

already acquired CT data are not possible. A newer technical solution, the detector-based 

dual-energy technique dual-layer spectral computed tomography (DLCT), is the object of this 

research work and is therefore addressed in detail in the Methods section of this thesis.  
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1.2 Clinical background 

 

1.2.1 The human spine: structure and function 

 

Being a central load-bearing element of the axial skeleton, the human spine provides important 

biomechanical functions regarding statics, the differentiated motion of the trunk as well as 

protection of neural structures (Galbusera, 2018). For the osseous part, it regularly consists of 

24 individually articulating (cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spine) and 8 to 9 fused vertebrae 

(sacrum and coccyx), representing a complex system of superimposed bones with numerous 

connecting discoligamentary structures. 

 

   
 

Figure 4: Bone structures of the human spine, conventional x-ray image in lateral view (left), 

sagittal reformation of computed tomography (middle) and magnetic resonance tomography 

(right). 

 

Radiological techniques are a major element in the diagnosis of spinal disorders, however, the 

complexity in its structure and composition make imaging of the vertebral column challenging 

and often call for multimodal strategies. Macroscopically, a vertebral body features an internal 

structure of predominantly trabecular bone, a network of bony struts and plates, which is 

framed by a relatively thin shell of cortical bone, and the space in between being filled up with 

bone marrow (Briggs, Greig, Wark, Fazzalari, & Bennell, 2004). Generally, bone tissue 

chemically consists of approximately 60% inorganic (particularly calcium-hydroxyapatite) and 

30% organic components (primarily collagen type I of the extracellular bone matrix) as well as 

10% water (Feng, 2009); and being a natural composite is the foundation of its biomechanical 

strength regarding both compressive and tensile forces. Of note, BMD, as well as load, are not 
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evenly distributed across the vertebral bone: initial findings of ex-vivo studies suggested highly 

differentiated load-sharing of cortical and trabecular parts (Eswaran, Gupta, Adams, & 

Keaveny, 2006) as well as pronounced bone loss within rather anterior regions (Antonacci, 

Hanson, Leblanc, & Heggeness, 1997; Chen, Shoumura, Emura, & Bunai, 2008). Adams et 

al. explained this observation of reduced BMD in anterior vertebral regions with age-related 

intervertebral disc degeneration and an associated shift of axial load towards the posterior 

column, resulting in relative anterior unloading, concomitant net bone loss and structural 

alterations (M. A. Adams, Pollintine, Tobias, Wakley, & Dolan, 2006). 

For biomechanical considerations regarding the spine and respective testing, the 

functional spinal unit (FSU), also referred to as spinal motion segment, is a well-established 

model and can be seen as the basic constructive element of the vertebral column. It is 

commonly defined as the sum of two adjacent vertebrae, the intermediate disc as well as 

connective ligaments (Iorio, Jakoi, & Singla, 2016). For the transfer of load across a FSU, non-

linear relations between load and displacement were observed regarding various movement 

directions and on different spinal levels (Oxland, 2016). Furthermore, trabecular strength 

depends on the loading direction and differs for compressive, tensile, and shear forces 

(Keaveny, Morgan, Niebur, & Yeh, 2001). Exceeding its mechanical stability, however, 

regularly results in structural failure of an FSU, e.g., a vertebral fracture of the superior 

endplate. Intervertebral disc degeneration may aggravate this by altered load distribution and 

further decrease the mechanical capacity pertaining to compression loads (Hansson, Keller, & 

Spengler, 1987). In this context, the three-column-spine by Denis et al differentiating an 

anterior, middle, and posterior spine became an established concept in clinical care providing 

a possibility for a more in-detail vertebral fracture evaluation and pointing out the particular 

importance of middle column integrity for overall spinal stability (Denis, 1983). 

Besides osteoporosis and trauma, the human spine is subject to several other 

pathologic changes. Age-related degenerative processes (e.g., osteoarthritis, spinal stenosis, 

intervertebral disc degeneration and herniation) are of tremendous clinical significance and 

regularly compromise the structural integrity of FSUs, as well being associated with chronic 

pain, functional impairment, or reduced health-related quality of life (Montazeri, 2010). 

 

1.2.2 Osteoporosis and fragility fractures 

 

A common definition by the US-American National Institute of Health (NIH) focuses on two key 

aspects of the systemic bone disorder osteoporosis: a compromised bone strength as an 

expression of both quantitatively reduced bone density and restricted bone quality (e.g., by 

changes in trabecular architecture, decreased rate of bone turnover or accumulation of 
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microfractures etc.) as well as a consequential susceptibility for fractures (NIH Consensus 

Development Panel on Osteoporosis Prevention & Therapy, 2001). 

From an epidemiologic perspective, osteoporosis remains a highly morbid disorder with 

substantial socioeconomic impacts on health care systems. For the European Union (EU27), 

the prevalence of osteoporosis was estimated at 22 million for women and 5.5 million for men 

in 2010, accounting for a total societal cost of 37 billion Euro, which in large part is attributable 

to the treatment of 3.5 million new fragility fractures (Hernlund et al., 2013). Comparable 

extrapolated data from 2016 revealed a somewhat lower prevalence of 4.4% (3.61 million) for 

Germany with about 259,000 fractures per year related to osteoporosis as well as a marked 

treatment gap of 63% (Hadji et al., 2020). Across the globe, approximately 9 million fragility 

fractures are attributable to osteoporosis, and for Europe, even more disability-adjusted life 

years are lost due to osteoporosis (2.0 million) rather than colorectal or breast cancer (1.9 and 

1.7 million, respectively) (Johnell & Kanis, 2006). Yet it is these incident fragility fractures 

causing significant excess mortality to affected patients (Cauley, Thompson, Ensrud, Scott, & 

Black, 2000; Morin et al., 2011). Looking forward, both the predicted growth of the global 

population and the ageing in developed and developing countries (United Nations, 2019) are 

likely to aggravate the economic burden on societies by increasing case numbers. Therefore, 

prevention and management of osteoporosis are expected to gain relevance for health care 

systems in the future. 

In this context, two principal types of osteoporosis are commonly distinguished: Primary 

osteoporosis occurs in the course of physiological aging processes and refers to both 

postmenopausal osteoporosis with estrogen deficiency leading to accelerated bone loss and 

senile osteoporosis being characterized by a gradual age-related loss of bone strength 

(Herold, 2019). In secondary osteoporosis, excess bone loss arises because of an underlying 

disease or as an adverse drug effect. Secondary causes for osteoporosis comprise endocrine 

conditions like hypercortisolism or hypogonadism, malabsorptive conditions (Seo, Kang, & 

Choe, 2018) as well drug-induced osteoporosis due to long-term above-threshold therapy with 

glucocorticoids (Baylink, 1983) or proton-pump inhibitors (Fraser et al., 2013; van der Hoorn, 

Tett, de Vries, Dobson, & Peeters, 2015), aromatase inhibitors (Eastell et al., 2006) or 

androgen-deprivation therapy (ADT) (Basaria et al., 2002). 

Even more than for this variety in types, the individual etiologies of osteoporosis are 

legion. Multiple clinical risk factors for osteoporosis have been identified causing accelerated 

bone loss and negatively influence bone strength. These include unmodifiable demographic 

factors such as age, female sex, and white ethnic origin as well as modifiable nutritive or 

lifestyle-associated factors, e.g., low body mass index (BMI), low calcium intake, low vitamin 

D levels, smoking, excessive alcohol consumption or physical inactivity (J. A. Kanis et al., 

2005). Various conditions that lead to a deficiency of bone-anabolic sex hormones or to a 
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reduced duration of exposition contribute to low bone mineral density (Almeida et al., 2017). 

In turn, estrogen substitution has been shown to significantly reduce hip fracture rates in 

postmenopausal women (Anderson et al., 2004; Rossouw et al., 2002). 

From a histological and cell-biological perspective, human bone tissue features some unique 

characteristics. Its turnover is mediated by two specific bone cells effecting formation and 

degradation: osteoblasts and osteoclasts. The biomechanical properties of bone, in particular 

the mechanical strength towards compressive, shear and torsion stress are in large part 

reflected by the composition and configuration of the extracellular bone matrix (EBM), which 

is a composite of organic (type 1 collagen, glycoproteins, proteoglycans and others) and 

inorganic components, especially crystalline calcium hydroxyapatite (HA; Ca10[PO4]6[OH]2) 

(Lin, Patil, Gao, & Qian, 2020; Ramesh, Moratti, & Dias, 2018). Moreover, bone tissue also 

plays an important role as a depot for calcium and other mineral ions and, with trabecular parts 

hosting the bone marrow with its hematopoietic stem cells, as site of blood formation. 

It is a well-known principle that the structure of human bone tissue is permanently 

subjected to adaptive remodeling along principal trajectories of mechanical stress (Wolff, 

1892), which is also a key to understand the pathophysiology of osteoporosis: The remodeling 

is predominantly orchestrated by osteoblasts, which are under the regulating influence of 

systemic hormones (e.g., sex hormones, parathormone, calcitriol) and in turn mediate bone 

remodeling via a complex system of paracrine effector molecules, cytokines and growth 

factors. The membrane-bound proteins Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor-B (RANK) and 

its ligand (RANKL) are expressed by osteoclasts and osteoblasts, respectively, and constitute 

a fundamental signaling pathway that mediates the activation, differentiation and survival of 

osteoclasts, therefore promoting bone resorption (Boyle, Simonet, & Lacey, 2003; Jimi et al., 

1999). The up-regulation of RANKL on osteoblasts has been shown to play a major role in 

increased bone resorption following peri- and postmenopausal estrogen-deficiency (Eghbali-

Fatourechi et al., 2003). Other soluble factors like the osteoblast-secreted Macrophage colony-

stimulating factor (M-CSF) or osteoprotegerin likewise influence osteoclast development and 

therefore resorptive activity, with the latter acting as a functional antagonist to the 

RANK/RANKL-pathway (Rachner, Khosla, & Hofbauer, 2011; Simonet et al., 1997). Moreover, 

osteoclastic activity is supposed to feed back bone formation, conceptually referred to as 

“coupling”, as the resorption of EBM may release matrix-bound growth factors (Daci et al., 

2003). In physiologic state and under steady mechanical load, bone formation and bone 

resorption are two well-balanced, sequential subprocesses serving the repair of microdamage 

as well as the regulation of calcium homeostasis (Suttorp, 2020). If bone resorption outweighs 

bone formation as in osteoporotic patients, a net decrease of bone mass results as well as 

concomitant structural alterations. The consequentially impaired structural integrity leads to 

diminished mechanical strength and predisposes patients to fragility fractures. As mentioned 
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earlier, in-vitro data suggest a substantial spatial intravertebral variability regarding bone 

mineral density and histomorphometrical parameters (e.g., trabecular thickness, number or 

separation) along the sagittal and vertical axis, causing a relative structural weakness in the 

upper and the anterior half of a vertebral body (Banse et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2008). Besides 

this structural heterogeneity, two further characteristics have to be considered for a more 

advanced understanding of failure mechanisms and fracture behavior: its anisotropy and 

asymmetry, i.e. trabecular strength both depends on the loading direction and differs for 

compressive, tensile and shear forces (Keaveny et al., 2001). Early on, it has been perceived 

that sole quantification of bone mass cannot fully explain biomechanical competence of 

trabecular bone: a series of experimental studies with varying approaches indicates that the 

functional relation between trabecular BMD and bone strength (e.g. approximated as 

maximum compressive stress) is more of a nonlinear nature (Boehm et al., 2003; McBroom, 

Hayes, Edwards, Goldberg, & White, 1985; Mosekilde, Mosekilde, & Danielsen, 1987). This 

points to the multifactorial origin of bone strength and signifies other factors beyond low BMD 

contributing to bone fragility. Also, a substantial part of fracture burden weighs on non-

osteoporotic patients, having either normal BMD or low bone mass above the BMD threshold 

for osteoporosis (Bliuc, Alarkawi, Nguyen, Eisman, & Center, 2015). Although research efforts 

aim for a better understanding of pathologic microstructural changes and other determinants 

of bone strength than BMD: by date, BMD remains the key diagnostic parameter in day-to-day 

clinical care when it comes to the diagnosis of osteoporosis. 

As a great number of patients with osteoporosis has subclinical, asymptomatic 

fractures, an early and distinct diagnosis of osteoporosis is challenging. First off, a 

comprehensive osteoporosis work-up comprises the patient’s medical history and a proper 

clinical examination with focus on clinical risk factors, fracture signs and possible neurological 

deficits. Then, morphological imaging plays a major role in the diagnosis and evaluation of 

spinal injuries. The significant role of dedicated compositional imaging in the management of 

osteoporosis, i.e., osteodensitometry, will be described in the next chapter. The initial standard 

imaging approach to fracture detection is a conventional X-ray study in two planes 

(anteroposterior and lateral projection). Here, a widely used classification for the evaluation of 

fracture severity is the Genant semiquantitative method, distinguishing three grades by relative 

vertebral height loss (Genant, Wu, van Kuijk, & Nevitt, 1993). Vertical striation due to a 

relatively quicker thinning of horizontal trabeculae (Thomsen, Niklassen, Ebbesen, & Bruel, 

2013) may also be present as radiological finding suspicious of low BMD as well as 

accentuated endplates. When it comes to accurate and comprehensive fracture evaluation 

regarding preoperative planning, a CT examination with multiplanar reconstruction is an 

integral component of diagnostic algorithms, allowing for thorough assessment of bony 

structures, in particular the possible involvement of a vertebral body`s posterior wall. If patients 
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present with neurological symptoms, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows for better 

evaluation of spinal soft tissues (e.g., spinal cord injuries, hemorrhage, ligament injuries, 

ruptured or herniated discs). Due to the high number of sub-clinical fractures, MRI is also 

regularly used for the differentiation of new and old vertebral fragility fractures when multiple 

fractures are present and may have occurred asynchronously. New fractures show a diffuse 

hyperintense signal in fat-suppression-sequences such as short TI inversion recovery (STIR) 

indicative for bone marrow edema (Link, 2016). Likewise, advanced CT imaging modalities 

that allow for material decomposition can facilitate the diagnosis of acute vertebral fractures 

based on dual-energy information (Schwaiger et al., 2018). Laboratory tests of biochemical 

markers of bone formation (e.g., bone-specific alkaline phosphatase) or bone resorption (e.g., 

pyridinium crosslinks in the urine) may provide a benefit regarding therapy monitoring but have 

rather limited clinical value in the diagnosis of primary osteoporosis (Cosman et al., 2014). 

However, specific laboratory examinations can demarcate differential diagnoses such as 

malign conditions (e.g., multiple myeloma, bone metastases), osteomalacia and primary 

hyperparathyroidism or contribute to the evaluation of secondary causes (Herold, 2019). Of 

note, degenerative changes and inflammatory processes like spondylodiscitis or epidural 

abscesses should be included in differential-diagnostic considerations as well. 

The therapy of osteoporosis is multidimensional and complex. Thus, all aspects 

exceeding fundamental therapeutic principles, in particular details of pharmacological therapy, 

go beyond the scope of this thesis. Elemental goals of anti-osteoporosis therapy are the stop 

of further bone loss and the prevention of fractures. Fundamentally, the therapeutic strategy 

aims to address modifiable clinical risk factors and comprises both pharmacological and non-

pharmacological interventions. First off, concurrently promoting physical activity and reducing 

fall risk can be challenging in this largely senior patient group. Potential secondary causes for 

osteoporosis obviously must be considered in therapeutic decisions as well as respective 

measures (e.g., reduction of glucocorticoids). Appropriate basic measures in osteoporosis 

therapy also comprise lifestyle changes (e.g., cessation of harmful habits like smoking or 

alcohol consumption) as well as the combined supplementation of calcium and vitamin D, 

which are fundamental components in bone formation. However, the results in studies on BMD 

or anti-fracture efficacy are inconsistent (Avenell, Mak, & O'Connell, 2014; Jackson et al., 

2006; Zhao, Zeng, Wang, & Liu, 2017), and although being generally recommended for all 

postmenopausal women with increased fracture risk (J. A. Kanis et al., 2019), their beneficial 

effects may only be present in calcium and/or vitamin D deficient individuals. As for the more 

potent pharmacological mechanisms, osteoprotective medication either takes an 

antiresorptive or anabolic approach, i.e., through inhibition of bone resorption or induction of 

bone formation, respectively. The group of bisphosphonates represents the pharmacological 

first-line therapy in the prevention and treatment of osteoporosis, inhibiting the resorptive 
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activity of osteoclasts and thereby stopping excess bone loss and increasing BMD. Several 

phase III clinical trials of alendronate, risedronate and zoledronic acid have proved their ability 

to increase BMD and reduce the incidence of vertebral and nonvertebral fractures in 

postmenopausal women with low bone mass (Black et al., 1996; Black et al., 2007; Harris et 

al., 1999; Liberman et al., 1995). For ibandronate, only a reduction of vertebral fractures has 

been shown (Chesnut et al., 2004). Potential adverse effects are seen pertaining to the 

gastrointestinal system (esophagitis, dyspepsia, reflux), atypical fractures (Lenart, Lorich, & 

Lane, 2008; Shane et al., 2014) and — relatively rare — osteonecrosis of the jaw (Khan et al., 

2015). Denosumab is a human monoclonal antibody that inhibits bone resorption by targeting 

RANKL, thereby increasing both vertebral BMD and hip BMD (Bone et al., 2008). Moreover, 

in postmenopausal women with low bone mass, denosumab proved its anti-fracture efficacy 

by reducing the risk for vertebral fractures by 86%, for hip fractures by 40% and for non-

vertebral fractures by 20% (Cummings et al., 2009). Other large-scale clinical trials have 

further shown that denosumab increases the BMD of patients taking aromatase-inhibitors 

against breast cancer (Ellis et al., 2008) or receive ADT against prostate cancer (Smith et al., 

2009). Pharmacological therapy with a selective estrogen-receptor modulator (SERM), e.g., 

raloxifene can likewise slow down excess bone loss. A risk reduction for vertebral fractures 

has been shown for raloxifene as well as an increase in vertebral BMD (Ettinger et al., 1999). 

Its influence on BMD improvement and biomarkers of bone turnover, however, is substantially 

less pronounced compared to alendronate (P. N. Sambrook et al., 2004). Furthermore, the use 

of raloxifene is limited by adverse effects such as venous thromboses and fatal 

cerebrovascular complications (Barrett-Connor et al., 2006), its application therefore may not 

be compatible in patients with elevated risk for these conditions. Opposed to the above agents, 

the recombinant N-terminal fragment of human parathyroid hormone (PTH 1-84) teriparatide 

(rhPTH 1-34) is an osteoanabolic substance that enhances bone formation, with positive 

effects on BMD and reduction of fracture risk (Neer et al., 2001). However, therapy is limited 

to 24 months and regularly requires subsequent antiresorptive pharmacotherapy, e.g., with 

bisphosphonates.  

Fractures are the most frequent adverse clinical outcome of osteoporosis. They are 

regularly causing pain and functional impairments such as constrained range of motion. The 

typical sites of osteoporosis-associated fractures are the spine, the hip, the distal radius and 

the proximal humerus (J. A. Kanis et al., 2001), commonly referred to as major osteoporotic 

fractures. It is a simple, yet remarkable observation that all these sites are predominated by 

trabecular bone. Vertebral fragility fractures show an exponential rise in the distribution of age-

specific incidence for both women and men (P. Sambrook & Cooper, 2006). Besides, they are 

also commonly associated with adjacent fractures, height loss and progressive kyphotic 

deformation (Kado 2013, Huang 2014) causing sagittal imbalance, which in turn increases the 
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tendency to fall. Two principal trauma situations must be distinguished regarding osteoporosis-

associated fractures: fragility fractures comprise spinal deformation due to low-energy 

traumata, i.e., with insignificant trauma kinetics (e.g., fall from less than stand height) and even 

spontaneous fracture. Owing to the diminished biomechanical capacity of osteoporotic bone, 

relatively less impact force suffices to induce spinal deformation and fractures are more likely 

to occur following adequate high-energy traumata (e.g., traffic accident, fall from height). Of 

note, as these two trauma types represent the ends of a continuum, transitions between both 

are flowing and distinct classification is therefore often difficult. Still, the leading fracture cause 

is often pivotal for appropriate treatment. Most osteoporosis-associated fractures affect the 

thoracolumbar junction (T12-L2) and, to a lesser extent, the middle thoracic spine (T7-T9) (Van 

der Klift, De Laet, McCloskey, Hofman, & Pols, 2002). Basically, these fractures can be 

classified according to the AO Spine Thoracolumbar Spine Classification System which 

assigns spinal injury patterns to three leading trauma mechanisms: compression (type A), 

distraction (type B) and translation injuries (type C) (Vaccaro et al., 2013). In the course of 

trauma, individual fracture patterns result from particular force vectors and moments that 

exceed regional bone strength and biomechanical capabilities of a vertebra (Christiansen & 

Bouxsein, 2010). Pertaining to fracture treatment, the range of options comprises both non-

operative and operative approaches and fracture assessment regarding sufficient 

biomechanical stability is guiding for the further therapeutic path. Here, the involvement of the 

vertebral body`s posterior wall is generally considered as a key indicator for instability in spinal 

type A injuries. Fragility fractures are often a consequence of either traumatic axial 

compression or hyperflexion with compressive forces acting on the anterior column and 

concurrent distractive forces on the posterior column. Compression fractures of the subtypes 

A0 to A2 (non-structural, wedge/impaction, split fracture) are mostly stable injuries and can 

regularly be addressed with non-operative therapy, multifactorial care concept embracing 

symptom-oriented analgesia, anti-osteoporotic medication as well as early physiotherapeutic 

mobilization. In contrast, vertebral fractures of subtypes A3 and A4 are often, type B or C 

fractures yet by definition, instable injuries requiring surgical treatment. Contrary to trauma of 

healthy vertebral bone, however, osteoporosis-associated fractures confront medical 

practitioners with specific biomechanical properties that call for a differentiated therapeutic 

strategy. Generally, surgical efforts aim for creating a situation of high primary biomechanical 

stability for both pain relief and early postoperative mobilization. The selection of appropriate 

treatment options depends on the fracture type, localization, and several patient-related factors 

(e.g., bone quality, therapy adherence, etc.). Minimally invasive procedures such as 

vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty accomplish an augmentation of fractured vertebral bodies 

through bone cement. Spinal instrumentation is usually performed with a system of posteriorly 

inserted, fixed-angle pedicle screws and longitudinal rods, traversing at least two spinal 
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segments. As the reduced bone strength in osteoporotic bone results in poorer anchoring of 

implants, the above-mentioned procedures are sometimes combined to hybrid osteosyntheses 

to prevent bone-implant interface failures (e.g., screw loosening, cut out), e.g., by additional 

cement augmentation of pedicle screws. 

 

1.2.3 Fracture risk assessment: Bone densitometry, clinical risk factors and other imaging 

biomarkers 
 

Quantitative osteoporosis imaging or bone densitometry, i.e., a noninvasive technique to 

assess bone mineral density, is regularly used in clinico-radiological routine for the detection 

of excess bone loss, the identification of high-risk individuals for fracture or the monitoring of 

pharmacological osteoporosis treatment. The diagnosis of osteoporosis is either based on 

markedly reduced BMD values or on the clinical appearance of fragility fractures in synopsis 

with risk factors. In a clinical context, dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) and, to a lesser 

extent, quantitative CT (QCT) are the best-established imaging modalities regarding 

application and availability. 

Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is an imaging technique based on two x-ray 

spectra of different energy levels and represents a projection-based method that measures 

BMD as grams of mineral per area (g/cm2). Typical sites for BMD measurements with central 

DXA are the lumbar spine (L1-L4) and the proximal femur, each in posteroanterior projection. 

In 1994, the World Health Organization (WHO) operationally defined an international 

diagnostic reference standard for osteoporosis in women: BMD values at the femoral neck 

being 2.5 standard deviations (SD) or more below the mean BMD of a young, healthy, white 

and female reference population are considered to indicate osteoporosis (WHO, 1994). 

According to the International Society for Clinical Densitometry (ISCD), osteoporosis may 

likewise be diagnosed if T-scores derived from the total hip or at the lumbar spine are -2.5 SD 

or less (ISCD, 2019). T-scores between -1 and -2.5 SD constitute low bone mass and were 

formerly referred to as osteopenia. For BMD reporting, ISCD guidelines recommend the use 

of T-scores for postmenopausal women and for men aged 50 years or older, whereas for 

premenopausal women, younger male adults or children, a Z-score reference database should 

be used as it allows for age-, gender- and ethnicity-matched BMD comparisons (ISCD, 2019). 

As for the relative distribution of BMD, the main fracture burden weighs on the patients 

diagnosed with low bone mass, even though patients with osteoporosis have the highest 

individual risk for fracture (Schuit et al., 2004; Stone et al., 2003). DXA is the standard 

technique used tool for BMD assessment in routine clinical care. Besides, additional 

information can be extracted from DXA scans such as the trabecular bone score (TBS), aiming 

for textural analysis of the trabecular microstructure (Oei, Koromani, Rivadeneira, Zillikens, & 

Oei, 2016). Its main benefits are high reproducibility (Lodder et al., 2004; Lohman, Tallroth, 
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Kettunen, & Marttinen, 2009) and very low effective doses of 3 to 17 Sv (Blake, Naeem, & 

Boutros, 2006), depending on various factors such as the patients’ size, scan length, the tube 

current, the tube potential, etc. However, DXA is also subjected to inherent limitations 

constraining its diagnostic value. Due to its projection-based measuring approach, only areal 

BMD can be obtained, which is prone to bone size and can therefore lead to an overestimation 

of actual fracture risk in smaller individuals (Link, 2012). Concurrently, degenerative changes 

of the spine such as osteophytes or soft tissue calcifications, e.g., within the aortic wall, lying 

in projection of transmitting x-rays can lead to measurement errors that result in falsely high 

BMD values (Link, 2016). The extent of body fat has also been shown to substantially influence 

the accuracy and reproducibility of DXA measurements and must be taken into consideration 

when interpreting respective BMD values (Yu, Thomas, Brown, & Finkelstein, 2012). 

Quantitative computed tomography (QCT) is an alternative clinically well-established 

modality to measure BMD at the spine or hip in a dedicated way with use of x-rays. It generally 

operates in single-energy mode with a synchronously — i.e., in the same examination — 

scanned calibration phantom and, using dedicated software for analysis, allows the translation 

of CT numbers to density values expressed as mass of mineral per bone volume [mg/cm3] 

(Brett & Brown, 2015). Contrary to the planimetric approach of DXA, QCT enables exclusively 

trabecular volumetric BMD (vBMD) measurements in cross-sectional images that are free of 

superimposition. This focused assessment of the metabolically more active trabecular 

compartment represents a major advantage of QCT, potentially enabling an early detection of 

disease- or treatment related BMD changes (J. E. Adams, 2009). As for the spine, the 

quantitative assessment of bone density usually comprises the segments L1 to L3, with single 

acquired slices or helical three-dimensional data (3D QCT) (Engelke, 2017). In order to 

approximate WHO diagnostic categories for DXA, the American College of Radiology (ACR) 

suggested to classify BMD values of 120 mg/cm3 or more as normal, values between 120 and 

80 mg/cm3 as osteopenic and those below 80 mg/cm3 as osteoporotic (ACR, 2018). In many 

ways, volumetric BMD assessment with QCT overcomes possible measuring inaccuracies of 

DXA that are caused by dependency of bone size or projection, e.g., influences of spinal or 

vascular degenerations. Several studies suggested the ability of vBMD at the lumbar spine for 

predicting incident vertebral fractures and therefore allowing for vertebral risk assessment 

(Kopperdahl et al., 2014; X. Wang et al., 2012), besides allowing for more advanced 

assessment of bone strength, e.g., via finite element analysis (FEA) (J. E. Adams, 2009). 

However, the clinical use of this dedicated quantitative imaging method is still limited by 

restricted availability, higher examination costs as well as a relatively high radiation exposure 

levels with effective doses for spinal and femoral 3D volumetric QCT ranging from 

approximately 1.5 to 3 mSv (Engelke et al., 2008). QCT measurements have been shown to 
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be less affected by body fat than DXA, albeit a certain fat-associated error were detected here, 

too (Yu et al., 2012).  

Other dedicated approaches to assess either bone density or bone quality are peripheral dual-

energy x-ray absorptiometry (pDXA), (high-resolution) peripheral quantitative computed 

tomography ([HR-]pQCT), and quantitative ultrasonography (QUS). The modalities pDXA and 

pQCT basically represent the application of above-described x-ray-based BMD measuring 

techniques at peripheral skeletal sites but have never gained the same degree of 

establishment in clinical use. HR-pQCT with a special CT scanner type is an imaging method 

providing a higher spatial resolution (130 – 160 µm) than clinical whole-body CT scanners and 

enables to concurrently measure BMD as well as assess trabecular architecture in peripheral 

appendicular bones (e.g., radius, tibia) (J. E. Adams, 2009; Burghardt et al., 2013). Without 

exposure to radiation, QUS can indicate low bone quality as found in osteoporosis by detecting 

characteristics such as decreased velocity of ultrasound transmission and increased signal 

amplitude (Link, 2016). This method is known to provide fracture risk prediction largely 

independent of BMD (Gluer, 2008). Except for QUS which is applied in some care settings, 

however, these techniques are currently of very limited relevance in clinical use. 

International guidelines recommend BMD screening for all women aged 65 years or 

older and men aged 70 years or older – younger postmenopausal or perimenopausal women 

as well as men between 50 and 69 years should be assessed for BMD only in presence of 

specific clinical risk factors (including low body weight, prior fracture or high-risk medication 

use); moreover, BMD testing is recommended for all adults with a fragility fracture, any 

condition or medication use associated with bone loss or low bone mass as well as candidates 

for pharmacologic therapy or therapy monitoring (ISCD, 2019). German national osteoporosis 

guidelines propose a risk-based approach and recommend the use of central DXA (spine and 

hip) as BMD tool along with further basis diagnostics for all individuals exceeding a 10-years-

fracture risk of 20% on the base of a self-developed model integrating multiple risk factors 

(DVO score); they further recommend fracture risk evaluation for all patients of 50 years and 

above who sustain a fragility fracture as well as those with clinical risk factors (Dachverband 

der Deutschsprachigen Osteologischen Fachgesellschaften, 2017). Both guidelines generally 

prefer central DXA measurements as standard technique over vertebral or hip QCT, which are 

not recommended for routine clinical use, inter alia, due to a lack of prospective studies and 

standardized reference data (Dachverband der Deutschsprachigen Osteologischen 

Fachgesellschaften, 2017; ISCD, 2019). 

Contrary to the above-mentioned imaging approaches dedicated to osteodensitometry, 

opportunistic osteoporosis CT imaging refers to the use of body CT examinations originally 

performed for other clinical indications. In the context of osteoporosis imaging, the term 

opportunistic screening subsumes a wide range of methodical approaches, whose common 
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ground is the absence of an in-scan calibration phantom for converting CT attenuation to BMD 

values by means of materials with known densities. Asynchronous external calibration refers 

to BMD assessment in which the CT scans of the calibration phantom and the clinical patient 

scans are temporarily separated (Brown et al., 2017), in part with phantom measurements 

averaged over multiple scans. With this method, CT attenuation values of trabecular bone are 

calibrated to prespecified reference materials of known densities comparable to dedicated 

volumetric QCT, briefly called HU-to-BMD conversion. Although overall measurement 

precision has been shown to be on a par with formal QCT (Kaesmacher, Liebl, Baum, & 

Kirschke, 2017), the time interval between BMD measurement and calibration may open the 

possibility for measurement inaccuracies related to CT scanner instabilities (Engelke et al., 

2015). As for vertebral density measurements, internal calibration methods employ CT 

attenuation values of closely adjacent soft tissues (commonly paraspinal muscle and 

subcutaneous fat) for calibration purposes regarding BMD, using information derived from 

analysis of histogram peaks (Boden et al., 1989; Mueller et al., 2011). Pickhardt et al concluded 

a promising potential as a diagnostic tool to screen for low BMD with the internal calibration 

method a in the context of CT colonography, using DXA as reference standard (Pickhardt et 

al., 2011). However, a study by Mueller et al. suggest inferiority compared to phantom-based 

approaches regarding reproducibility of measurements (Mueller et al., 2011). Intravascular 

iodine contrast application influences both above-mentioned screening approaches as 

attenuation values of measured vertebral regions of interest (ROI) will increase and therefore 

lead to incorrect BMD values as ROIs for calibration remain either unaffected (asynchronous 

calibration) or presumably change unequally (internal calibration), suggesting the need to 

adjust for iodine contrast effects (Kaesmacher et al., 2017). Overall evidence on the clinical 

value of internal calibration is still rather limited with a thorough analysis of Engelke et al. 

addressing several uncertainties regarding dependence of the calibration method on certain 

CT protocol parameters, possible inaccuracies attributable to tissue alterations such as muscle 

atrophy or fat as well as lack of validation data with external cohorts (Engelke et al., 2015). 

Opportunistic CT-based screening methods for low BMD also comprise the plain use 

of HU values, e.g., of the first lumbar vertebral body (L1), representing a very simple and 

practicable approach. Even though attenuation values of whole-body CT scanners across 

different manufacturers and devices are calibrated to water as standard, considerable variation 

in CT attenuation values was found regarding measurements of identical HA inserts (Engelke 

et al., 2015). A study by Pickhardt et al. investigated L1 attenuation as surrogate for lumbar 

BMD and concluded HU to be an effective method to screen for low BMD using DXA as 

standard of reference (Pickhardt et al., 2011). Recently, a large study investigating more than 

20,000 CT examinations in adults provides reference data on L1 attenuation values at 120 kV 

for different age groups; it is ambiguous, however, that a considerable sub-cohort of 4263 
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patients with contrast-enhanced examinations did not show significant differences in 

attenuation values, particularly in older age subgroups (Jang et al., 2019), although 

intravascular contrast has previously been shown to increase L1 attenuation (Pickhardt et al., 

2016). Other data from 1966 adults older than 65 years suggest an association of L1 

attenuation to vertebral fractures with values lower than 90 HU being indicative for high fracture 

risk (Graffy, Lee, Ziemlewicz, & Pickhardt, 2017). In general, the requirement of scanner-

specific comparative data for HU values currently limits broad clinical application. Despite, 

international guidelines list simple HU measurements of the first lumbar vertebra as an option 

to facilitate clinical decision-making with regard to the need of further bone assessment, with 

HU < 100 and HU > 150 representing the relevant cut-off values for indicating high or low 

fracture risk (ISCD, 2019). Yet, practical implications for patients with intermediate HU 

measurements remain unclear. A thorough review on HU-based screening for low BMD 

remains critical on the lack of consistency across different CT scanners and missing data on 

predicting fracture risk for approximating bone quality (Gausden, Nwachukwu, Schreiber, 

Lorich, & Lane, 2017). Still, the method could prove valuable when applied as a screening tool 

to at-risk populations, given that all physicians involved are aware of the intrinsic limitations 

(Schwaiger, 2022). 

For a more comprehensive evaluation of fracture risk beyond that provided by BMD 

measurements, the integration of easily obtainable and independent clinical risk factors proved 

to enhance the overall prediction accuracy regarding fracture incidence (J. A. Kanis et al., 

2007). In this context, the Fracture Risk Assessment Tool (FRAX®) has become a commonly 

used model for fracture risk prediction and provides clinicians with an absolute 10-year risk of 

either hip fracture or major osteoporotic fracture (clinical vertebral, distal forearm, hip or 

humerus) with or without BMD measurement. It was validated with country-specific fracture 

databases and aims to guide clinical decision making, respectively, regarding therapeutic or 

preventive initiation of pharmacological intervention. For this, the algorithm includes inter alia: 

patient age, sex category, prior history of fragility fracture, low body mass index, life habits like 

current smoking status and excess consumption of alcohol as well as chronic use of 

glucocorticoids. Being constructed from population-based cohorts, however, this estimation 

model is subject to inherent limitations that may lead to misestimation of fracture risk or 

restricted applicability: dose-dependent risk factors such as smoking, alcohol consumption or 

glucocorticoid use and continuous variables as for multiple sustained fractures are only 

modelled in binary categories (J. A. Kanis, Johnell, Oden, Johansson, & McCloskey, 2008; 

Van Staa et al., 2003), the known influence of the vertebral fracture severity on future fracture 

risk is not accounted for (Delmas et al., 2003), there is lack of validation in certain ethnic 

minorities within a population (J.A. Kanis, 2007) and the FRAX® tool is restricted to femoral 

neck BMD or T score measured with DXA as an input variable – implying that adjustments 
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must be made for clinical cases with large offset between lumbar and femoral neck BMD 

(International Society for Clinial Densitometry, 2010). 

Apart from sheer morphological imaging using tomography, magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) further provides more advanced quantitative techniques for musculoskeletal applications 

that may be useful for advanced diagnostics of bone loss and associated changes in bone 

marrow composition (Karampinos et al., 2018). In this context, magnetic resonance sequences 

like proton density fat fraction (PDFF) or T2* mapping are rapidly evolving and increasingly 

investigated in scientific studies. Although not yet established in clinical practice, these tools 

can help investigating tissues with a significant fat fraction such as vertebral bone. In 

individuals with low bone mass, for example, PDFF maps of the vertebral bone marrow can be 

created employing chemical shift encoding-based water-fat separation and suggest providing 

additional information on vertebral bone strength beyond BMD (Gassert et al., 2022). Another 

imaging-based surrogate biomarker using chemical shift encoding-based water-fat separation 

is bone marrow T2*, which has shown significant correlations with trabecular parameters of 

bone microarchitecture and therefore may be helpful in a quantitative analysis of lumbar 

osteoporosis as well as respective fragility fractures (Leonhardt et al., 2021).  
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1.3 Thesis purpose 
 
Over the last decade, significant advancements were made in the field of dual-energy 

computed tomography. Novel imaging techniques like DLCT may facilitate BMD assessment 

by combining the advantages of dual-energy and volumetric measurements. Beforehand 

phantom studies demonstrated the potential of DLCT for accurate BMD measurements without 

the need for synchronous in-scan calibration (Mei et al., 2017; van Hamersvelt et al., 2017), 

paving the way for opportunistic screening for low BMD. However, its significance for 

osteoporosis assessment in vivo in patients acquired during day-to-day clinical care remained 

largely indeterminate and — with BMD still being the major diagnostic parameter for 

osteoporosis (Lochmuller et al., 2008) — the focus of this research work was to evaluate this 

novel dual-energy CT technique in a clinical context for possible application regarding 

quantitative musculoskeletal imaging. In detail, the objective of the conducted studies was to 

assess the clinical utility of DLCT regarding opportunistic screening for patients with low BMD 

of the spine. In this connection, opportunistic osteoporosis screening refers to the use of pre-

existing clinical CT scans for the diagnosis of low BMD and consequentially increased 

susceptibility for fracture. Hence, opportunistic BMD testing could spare patients additional 

radiation exposure caused by dedicated examinations, which would be particularly relevant for 

patients that undergo serial BMD measurements. Accordingly, making use of opportunistic 

BMD may be beneficial in various clinical situations such as screening in at-risk cohorts, 

longitudinal assessment of age- or disease-related BMD changes, also as part of therapy 

monitoring, since treatment-related BMD changes were demonstrated to be a surrogate for 

fracture risk reduction (Black et al., 2020). Likewise, other clinical scenarios, e.g., patients with 

traumatic vertebral fracture and suspect bone strength being preoperatively planned for spinal 

instrumentation, may benefit from the opportunity of post-hoc BMD testing based on CT 

studies that are not specifically dedicated to osteodensitometry. This is based on the premise 

that opportunistic DLCT-based measurements support clinical radiologists in reaching an 

accurate diagnosis of conditions with low BMD, thus providing an additional diagnostic value 

and help optimizing the management of musculoskeletal disorders. Both presented journal 

publications are intended to evaluate the clinical potential of non-dedicated DLCT imaging for 

opportunistic BMD measurements in patients recruited during clinical routine. Hence, 

investigating the accuracy and diagnostic value of this approach to quantitative BMD 

assessment has been the leading objective interconnecting both research articles. Thereby, 

the first article (J-I) focuses on the translation from pre-clinical phantom studies to native in-

vivo measurements based on phantomless non-dedicated, non-contrast-enhanced DLCT 

examinations and their comparison with volumetric QCT osteodensitometry. Building on this, 

the second article (J-II) evaluates the potential of DLCT for a quantitative phantomless BMD 

assessment with contrast-enhanced examinations, integrating a correction for the influence of 

intravascular iodinated contrast agent.  
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2 Methods 

 

2.1 Dual-layer spectral computed tomography 

 

Over the past decades, particularly CT imaging has seen considerable improvements in 

scanner performance and image quality. The clinical introduction of a novel detector 

technology using two superimposed detector elements in 2016 marked a milestone in the 

development of dual-energy CT. Since all imaging data included in this research project was 

generated on a commercially available dual-layer spectral CT scanner (Philips IQon Spectral 

CT, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), a conceptual overview of its basic setup and 

functional principles is outlined in the following. 

 

 

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the dual-layer computed tomography scanner setup. 

 

Spectral DLCT imaging is an advanced CT technology using a single x-ray source (120 or 140 

keV), distinguishing itself from conventional CT particularly by its layered detector setup (Fig. 

5, C) with different energy-sensitivities being reflected by different material properties: The top 

layer detector, which is closer to the x-ray tube, features a yttrium-based scintillator and 

predominantly registers low-energy photons whereas those with high energy mostly penetrate 

to hit the bottom-layer scintillator made of gadolinium-oxysulfide, each one coupled to a 

separate photodiode (Rassouli, Etesami, Dhanantwari, & Rajiah, 2017) (Fig. 5). Comparable 

to other DECT implementations such as dual-source or rapid kVp-switching CT, there is no 

absolute spectral separation in DLCT: scanning a 32-cm water absorber with a prototype 

scanner, Shefer et al. reported mean energies for both the low-energy and the high-energy 

spectrum of 73 keV and 95 keV (ΔkeV = 22 keV) at 140 kVp (Shefer, 2013), with graphical 

A 

B 

C 
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representation of x-ray spectra indicating a certain spectral overlap. As for DLCT, however, 

the separation of the entire tube-side emitted x-ray spectrum into a low- and high-energy 

spectrum is made on the detector level. This offers in-depth information on x-ray attenuation 

beyond mass attenuation coefficients of conventional CT. The computational processing of the 

spectral information obtained thereby generates Spectral Base Images (SBI). On this base, 

the post-processing of spectral DLCT imaging allows for both computation of conventional 

polychromatic images as well as more advanced images using spectral information. Image 

series can be reconstructed in several ways for spectral visualization or analysis such as: 

virtual monoenergetic images (VMI) at x-ray energy levels from 40 to 200 keV and material 

decomposition images, e.g., virtual non-contrast images, iodine density maps (suppression of 

all non-iodine-containing-tissues, e.g. for iodine quantification) or effective Z maps (Romman, 

2015). For the spectral reconstructions, the conceptual basis is to exploit the different energy-

dependencies of photoelectric absorption and Compton effect. In detail, two separate basis 

images are reconstructed from low-energy (photoelectric effect) and high-energy raw data 

(Compton scattering) in the first place; afterwards, the basis images are linearly combined for 

the generation of VMIs, so that resulting images are analogous in image impression to those 

generated with a truly monoenergetic x-ray beam (Rassouli et al., 2017). Briefly, VMIs of the 

low-energy range accentuate the contribution of the photoelectric effect whereas reconstructed 

VMIs of the high-energy range lay emphasis on the part of image raw data originating from 

Compton scattering. Other spectral image types such as virtual non-contrast images (VNC) or 

iodine density maps, for instance, are based on the decomposition of the material basis pair 

water–iodine and either operate by suppression or quantitative visualization of iodine-

containing voxels, respectively (Rajiah, Abbara, & Halliburton, 2017). 

The key advantages of this detector-based approach to spectral imaging are evidently 

resulting from its specific detector setup: the spectral separation itself is only made after the x-

rays transmitted the examined subject and, more to the point, without a relevant temporal or 

spatial offset. Amid awareness that mismatched raw data sets are detrimental in previous 

DECT realizations and need to be overcome (Maass, Baer, & Kachelriess, 2009), the 

simultaneous acquisition of spectral imaging data in the same projection solves this issue 

constructively by providing excellent alignment of recorded raw projection data (Patino et al., 

2016). Due to the invariable acquisition of spectral information on the detector level, specifying 

a spectral CT protocol beforehand like in source-based DECT is not required by DLCT for 

individual clinical queries (Garnett, 2020), which facilitates clinicoradiological workflow. 

Moreover, the reconstruction and analysis of spectral information is always feasible 

retrospectively (Rassouli et al., 2017), forming the very basis on which opportunistic imaging 

concepts can take root in the field of DECT imaging. With dose management always being a 

critical issue in clinical radiology, the potential savings in patient exposure by reducing the 
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number of whole re-examinations or just single CT scan phases, e.g., by replacing true non-

contrast (TNC) images with VNC images derived from contrast-enhanced DLCT 

(Ananthakrishnan et al., 2017) could be an additional benefit, that would also decrease 

diagnosis-associated expenses. Likewise, spectral imaging with DLCT features a substantial 

potential for dose reduction of applied iodinated contrast agent at a similar contrast-to-noise 

ratio by using low-energy VMIs (Nagayama et al., 2018; Tsang et al., 2017).  

Specific spectral applications for musculoskeletal disorders meet a range of clinical 

enquiries, of which some have been traditionally challenging for unimodal imaging concepts. 

DLCT enables the detection of bone marrow edema for the evaluation of acute vertebral 

fractures as well as their differentiation from old fractures using MRI as standard of reference 

(Neuhaus 2018, Schwaiger 2018), suggesting its potential for sparing additional MRI scans as 

well as associated examination time and costs. Another domain of DLCT is to improve image 

quality by reducing metal or beam hardening artifacts with use of high-energy VMIs, e.g., for 

orthopedic hardware (Dangelmaier et al., 2018; Grosse Hokamp et al., 2018; Wellenberg et 

al., 2017), but also cardiovascular implants such as coronay artery stents (Hickethier et al., 

2017; Qin et al., 2019) or port catheter systems (Laukamp et al., 2019). As for its advantages 

regarding the enhancement of vascular contrast and the reduction of radiation dose, dual-layer 

spectral detector technology might also be beneficial in other cardiovascular scenarios such 

as CT assessment prior to transcatheter aortic valve implantation or diagnosis or pulmonary 

embolism (Rajiah et al., 2017). Particularly relevant for its therapeutic implications, the 

evaluation of urinary calculi (Mansouri et al., 2015) is another common example and among 

the earliest clinical applications for material characterization with dual-energy CT. More recent 

studies have focused on the use of DLCT for the differentiation of intracranial hemorrhage vs. 

iodine contrast agent (Bernsen et al., 2021; Riederer et al., 2021). 

 

2.2 Opportunistic phantomless in-vivo BMD measurements and iodine quantification 

 

For a phantomless quantification of BMD, virtual monoenergetic images (VMI) were created at 

energy levels of 50 and 200 keV, using the dedicated software suite IntelliSpace Portal 10.1.0 

(Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). Here, this wide spread of energy levels was 

chosen to ensure a clear split of spectral information in generated images, providing a low-

energy dataset emphasizing photoelectric absorption and a high energy data set with dominant 

influence of the Compton effect. Energy-specific mass attenuation coefficients derived from 

these VMIs (E50 and E200) are the foundation of BMD calculation using DLCT, which was 

performed via calibration with an established BMD phantom (European Spine Phantom, serial 

no. 040, QRM GmbH, Möhrendorf, Germany), which contains HA of different specified 

concentrations and is used for quality control and standardization in DXA and QCT 
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measurements (Pearson et al., 1995). Spectral absorption characteristics of HA were 

assessed with a high-dose calibration scan with 1000 mAs. Afterwards, the accuracy of 

measurements was again determined in a phantom model for different scan parameters as 

well as patient-sided factors such as varying patient positioning and simulated patient size, as 

these are also likely to occur in clinical CT examinations. Dual-energy data was then presented 

in a E50/E200-plot, integrating beforementioned possible confounders in an experimentally 

derived projection angle of 32° towards the HA calibration line, which in turn features a simple 

linear relation to BMD. For the first in-vivo application in J-I, QCT-based BMD was measured 

with a clinical in-scan calibration phantom and dedicated software (QCT Pro, Mindways 

Software, Inc.) for comparative purposes. Analogous to ISCD recommendations regarding 

asynchronous calibration for BMD measurements at the hip or spine, the in-scan calibration 

phantom was then waived for subsequent patient examinations in J-II (Engelke et al., 2015). 

 

   
 

Figure 6: Sagittal reformation of dual-layer spectral CT imaging of the spine. Conventional 

(left) and virtual monoenergetic images at 50 (middle) and 200 keV (right). 

 

As for the iodine quantification J-II, a commercially available software tool for the two-material 

decomposition of the basis pair water and iodine was applied, that is embedded in the software 

package also previously used for the spectral analyses of vertebral bone (IntelliSpace Portal 

10.1.0, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). Thus, material-specific density maps can 

be reconstructed which visualize iodine distribution by virtual subtraction of non-iodine-

containing voxels in a greyscale matrix and enable iodine quantification based on derived 

values for iodine concentration [mg/ml] (Rassouli et al., 2017).  
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2.3 Study designs 

 

Both research projects, J-I and J-II, represent prospective, cross-sectional, mono-center 

studies of previously acquired imaging data that aim for the optimization and application of 

opportunistic DLCT imaging in the context of bone loss diagnostics, as well as its evaluation 

regarding diagnostic accuracy. The study protocol of J-I included CT examinations with 

acquisition of native clinical DLCT imaging data of the thoracolumbar spinal region, a complete 

SBI dataset as well as a synchronously scanned QCT phantom (Mindways QCT Pro, 

Mindways Software, Inc., Austin, Texas, U.S.A.). The study protocol of J-II requires the 

inclusion of CT examinations with acquisition of triphasic contrast-enhanced DLCT imaging 

data including the thoracolumbar spine on condition that the SBI dataset is complete. This 

particularly involves abdominal CT-A scans and cardiovascular studies with a native, arterially 

triggered contrast phase and a portal-venous phase with 70-sec delay. 

Relevant CT data was retrieved employing data search in the institute´s picture 

archiving and communication system (PACS). All included examinations originated from day-

to-day clinical care and were exclusively performed on one DLCT scanner (Philips IQon 

Spectral CT, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) at the Department of Diagnostic and 

Interventional Radiology (Klinikum rechts der Isar, Munich, Germany). 

The Institutional Review Board (The Ethics Commission of the Medical Faculty, 

Technical University of Munich, Germany) approved both study protocols, J-I and J-II, in 

advance and waived written informed consent on account of the opportunistic approach with 

post-hoc utilization of already acquired clinical data (project-numbers 5278/12 and 27/19 S-

SR, respectively). 

 

2.4 Patient collectives and DLCT imaging protocols 

 

Within the scope of J-I, appropriate DLCT scans meeting the requirements of the study-design 

were available for 33 patients examined between November 2016 and February 2018, 

including a total of 174 scanned vertebrae. As for J-II, relevant DLCT scans in accordance with 

the predefined selection criteria were available for 132 patients scanned between September 

2016 and October 2018.  

All patient scans were performed using routine clinical CT protocols with a fixed tube-

potential of 120 kVp and tube current modulation. For J-I, mean exposure averaged over all 

examinations was 84 ± 61 mAs (mean ± SD) and mean CT dose indices (CTDIvol) were 

7.7 ± 5.5 mGy. Here, SBI datasets were reconstructed using standard and bone filter kernels 

(B, YB, YC), with a slice thickness of 0.9 mm. For J-II, native scans had a mean exposure of 

107 ± 49 mAs (mean ± SD) and a mean CT dose index (CTDIvol) of 9.7 ± 4.5 mGy. Contrast-
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enhanced scans had a similar exposure of 110 ± 43 mAs (mean CTDIvol: 10.0 ± 3.9 mGy). SBI 

datasets were reconstructed using only the standard kernel (B), as well selecting a slice 

thickness of 0.9 mm. 

 

2.5 Image analyses for in-vivo BMD measurements and iodine quantification 

 

For all spinal BMD measurements, circular ROIs with a diameter of one third of the respective 

vertebral body´s height were manually placed in sagittal reformations of the thoracolumbar 

spine. The reconstructed slice thickness was 10 mm for all patient scans. Spinal ROIs were 

positioned in the ventral halves of the vertebral body to avoid possible measurement errors 

introduced by including basivertebral veins. Furthermore, the effect of other potential 

confounding factors was minimized by excluding vertebral bodies with severe degenerative 

alterations, fractures, or other significant pathologies. For calculating DLCT-based BMD, mean 

attenuation values from virtual monoenergetic images at different energy levels 

(50 and 200 keV) were extracted and respective BMD quantification was carried out with the 

conversion formula derived from preclinical phantom measurements outlined above. Patient-

based BMD was subsequently determined by averaging single BMD values across multiple 

vertebral bodies. For determination of vascular iodine contrast in different contrast phases, 

circular ROIs were centrally positioned in the vascular lumen of the investigated large vessels 

(abdominal aorta, inferior vena cava, portal vein) with the aid of either axial or multiplanar 

reformations and measured iodine concentrations were subsequently used for adjusting 

respective BMD values derived from contrast-enhanced examinations. 

 

2.6 Statistical analyses 

 

For approaching the selected patient collectives, first off, epidemiologic data was summarized 

expressing relevant descriptive baseline characteristics like age distribution (mean age ± SD), 

absolute or relative frequencies for sex ratio as well as absolute frequency of excluded 

patients, categorized by the respective exclusion criterion. For a simple quantitative 

comparison of two measurements, means of differences were used to compare BMD data 

obtained from DLCT or QCT (J-I) and means of absolute errors (MAE) were calculated to 

check BMD derived from contrast-enhanced scans against their native references (J-II). The 

statistical evaluation of BMD agreement was further realized with a graphical presentation 

using the Bland−Altman method (Bland & Altman, 1999). The association of selected 

quantitative parameters was illustrated in scatter plots (e.g., DLCT- vs. QCT-based BMD in J-

II, arterial and portal-venous vs. native DLCT-BMD in J-II) and bivariate correlation of eligible 

parameters was quantified by using Pearson´s r. For J-II, the patient collective was split up in 
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two datasets (training and test cohort) and functional relations were phase-specifically 

analyzed using multivariable linear regressions with forward selection of independent variables 

and – for an analysis independent of retrieved contrast-phase – generalized estimated 

equations (GEE). Aiming for a reasonable tradeoff between comprehensiveness and 

complexity, the latter was chosen instead of linear regressions to set up a lean but robust 

statistical model for analyzing correlated data. Based on data of the training cohort, statistic 

modeling with linear regressions and GEE was carried out for DLCT-based and conventional 

BMD data in two separate computational pipelines. Eventually, the statistical models were 

validated with data of the test cohort. A two-sided P value of less than 0.05 was considered to 

indicate a statistically significant difference. All statistical calculations and analyses were 

performed using the software program SPSS version 23 or 25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, N.Y., 

U.S.A.).  
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3 Discussion 

 

The two presented journal publications assessed the clinical potential of non-dedicated BMD 

measurements based on DLCT. The key finding of J-I is that using spectral information in non-

contrast-enhanced clinical DLCT examinations provides incremental benefits for BMD testing 

as measurements showed a high consistency with QCT-derived BMD quantification in the 

clinically relevant range of BMD while prospective selection of patients eligible for bone 

densitometry is no longer required. Beforehand, phantom measurements analogously showed 

comparable results in comparative studies on measurement precision using a spine phantom. 

As for J-II, we found sufficient evidence that BMD can also be accurately determined in 

contrast-enhanced DLCT scans, irrespective of the underlying contrast phase, when adequate 

adjustments for vascular iodine contrast are made. 

Early phantom studies with DLCT have investigated the accuracy of phantomless HA 

quantification and suggested its consideration for further evaluation in clinical contexts. Using 

a variety of acquisitive and reconstructive parameters as well as two different tube voltages, 

van Hamersvelt et al. found average measurement errors of -5.6 ± 5.7 mg/cm3 (-3.6 ± 3.2%) 

at 120 kVp as well as a high linear correlation with DXA (van Hamersvelt et al., 2017). A 

different methodical approach for quantifying HA pixel-by-pixel reported high precision for 

phantom measurements (-1.3 to 4.8% for exposures of 125 mAs and above) and showed 

substantial correlations and agreement with QCT for vertebral ex vivo specimen, that were 

cleared of soft tissue (Pearson`s r: 0.96 – 0.99), while simulating different grades of obesity 

(Mei et al., 2017). To date, only few other studies have evaluated the role of DLCT for 

measuring BMD in patients. Van Hedent et al. examined the measuring precision of DCLT 

using a K2PO4 phantom (-12.3 ± 4.3 mg/cm3 or -2.2 ± 6.6% for standard protocol) and showed 

an excellent sensitivity of 100% and a moderate specificity of 73% compared with ap-DXA as 

a gold standard in vivo (Van Hedent et al., 2019). A major drawback of this study, however, is 

a substantial part of included DLCT scans with contrast-enhancement, which were converted 

according to a formula based on phantomless BMD measurements with internal calibration 

derived from several different non-DLCT systems. A further approach to opportunistic 

screening with DLCT is the use of routine DLCT scout scans, that enable semi-automatic 

aBMD measurements highly correlating with DXA (Laugerette et al., 2019). 

The continuation in evaluating this BMD measurement technique for clinical application 

encompassed a potential use of contrast-enhanced DLCT examinations for opportunistic BMD 

screening. The administration of intravenous contrast agent generally limits the applicability of 

CT scans for non-dedicated BMD screening through an elevation of attenuation values and 

consequently incorrect measurements (Pompe et al., 2015; Toelly et al., 2017). Thus, the 

effects of intravascular iodine contrast agent on the precision of measurements were assessed 
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and consequently adjusted for by integrating a correction based on spectral iodine 

quantification. The potential extension in retrievable CT examinations in view of contrast-

enhanced scans distinctly enhances the applicability of this method and may therefore provide 

an adjunctive diagnostic value as well as help optimizing the management of osteoporosis. A 

considerable body of literature exists suggesting a high accuracy of iodine quantification with 

DLCT in phantom studies with average relative measurement errors in the range of about 3.4 

(Ehn et al., 2018; Sauter et al., 2018) to 6% (Ozguner et al., 2018) and, if any, minimal effects 

of tube voltage, exposure level within the diagnostic range or different spectral iterative 

reconstruction levels (Kim et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019). For two-material decompositions, 

elements with in-between atomic number are partially attributed to each of the basis pair 

materials (Patino et al., 2016). The material separation of HA and iodine in vivo, however, is 

challenging and may be associated with the immediate physical proximity of intravascular 

iodine and trabecular bone. Difficulties in reliable identification of HA were also encountered in 

a study by Ding et al. showing that L1 HU values measured in VNC images derived from DLCT 

underestimate HU in true non-contrast images (Ding, Richter, Stiller, Kauczor, & Weber, 2019), 

which might indicate a misidentification of bone minerals for iodine, but anyway likewise 

reveals the difficulties of adequate separation pertaining iodine quantification within osseous 

structures. Varying degrees of physical density may contribute to this disparate and limit 

material separation of bone and iodine despite principal distinguishability pertaining to effective 

atomic number as well as spectral absorption characteristics. Therefore, a different, non-

osseous measurement location was required to better adjust for the influence of systemic 

iodine contrast agent. In a prospective study, HU measurements in soft tissues such as liver, 

spleen, kidney, or muscle as well as vascular measurements showed similar CT attenuation 

values in VNC and TNC image series and over various contrast phases, except for 

subcutaneous fat (Ananthakrishnan et al., 2017). For iodine adjustment of BMD in contrast-

enhanced examinations, the vascular compartment appeared likely to be the most appropriate 

measuring site. Hence, a dual use of spectral analyses for both BMD and vessel iodine 

concentrations in major vessels was the methodic approach of J-II and results not only suggest 

that iodine contrast agents substantially affect measured BMD values, but also that adjusting 

for vascular iodine quantification derived from iodine density maps – particularly measured 

within the portal vein – improves BMD accuracy and DLCT-derived BMD values tend to be 

more robust than conventional ones. In this context, a key base of our considerations was to 

further build a computation model that is independent of the respective contrast phase as 

previous studies also shown the influence of scan timing on measured attenuation values in 

contrast-enhanced phases (Acu, Scheel, & Issever, 2014; Pompe et al., 2015). Other 

approaches like conversion equations to QCT-BMD or T scores previously proved feasibility 
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for opportunistic screening for low BMD in contrast-enhanced CT scans as well showing their 

potential for fracture risk stratification (Baum et al., 2012; Gruber et al., 2013). 

Opportunistic imaging for BMD quantification is clinically relevant. Given the fact that 

clinical CT sees a steadily increasing utilization, with an approximate increase of 50% in CT 

examinations within the 10-year-period from 2007 to 2017 in Germany (OECD, 2019), DLCT 

may substantially enhance the clinical applicability by overcoming the need for in-scan 

calibration phantoms or prospective choice of specific scan protocols and extending the 

number of CT examinations potentially retrievable for BMD assessment by accessing contrast-

enhanced examinations. Several studies have suggested the clinical value of opportunistic 

BMD screening, particularly in high-risk collectives like cancer patients, who are at increased 

risk for fracture related to both malignancy and oncological therapy (Wild, Dankerl, Hammon, 

Uder, & Janka, 2016): In a uro-oncological cohort, for instance, quantitative vertebral bone 

assessment with positron emission tomography – computed tomography (PET-CT) was on a 

par with BMD derived from routine clinical CT (Schwaiger et al., 2017), which may be beneficial 

for monitoring therapy or guiding fracture prevention (e.g., for lack of therapy response, further 

BMD loss or fragility fractures despite therapy). Assessing the use of opportunistic vertebral 

BMD converted by scanner-specific equations, a prospective clinical trial indicated superiority 

over DXA for predicting the risk for incident fractures in a three-year follow up of a 

gynecological cohort (Leonhardt et al., 2020). 

Several limitations were encountered in the presented studies. First off, the WHO 

definition as well as related diagnostic classifications of osteoporosis are based on DXA and 

formally apply only to respective measurements at the femoral neck, total femur, lumbar spine, 

or one-third radius. Thus, broad clinical application of opportunistic BMD screening would 

require a re-definition of osteoporosis, to enable direct diagnosis with other, non-dedicated 

imaging modalities in accordance with WHO positions. Moreover, the proposed method for 

BMD assessment is based on scanner specific calibration, that may account for unknown 

system-inherent factors. In the context of opportunistic CT imaging, however, international 

guidelines call for “validated machine-specific cutoff values and scanner stability” (ISCD 2019) 

to opportunistically screen for patients with low BMD or compromised bone strength. 

Consequently, asynchronous calibration presumes CT scanner stability or quality control 

measures to assess a potential need for intermittent re-calibration. Yet, this was not yet 

specifically addressed in our studies, and it remains to be investigated, if results are directly 

transferable to other DLCT scanners. Being the standard tube potential in most clinical scans, 

all CT examinations were performed with 120 kVp and a closer examination of the influence 

of tube potential in vivo, was not within the scope of this thesis. The same applies for a 

thorough analysis of intravenous contrast protocols or circulatory parameters that may affect 

contrast distribution (e.g., no systemic variation in volume of contrast load (Habashy, Yan, 
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Brown, Xiong, & Kaste, 2011), scan timing (Acu et al., 2014) or assessment of circulatory 

parameters). The possible influence of these parameters was not specifically addressed in this 

work due to the post-hoc analysis of routine clinical imaging data. 

The present research work can be considered to establish a baseline for the clinical 

use of spectral information regarding the detection of conditions with low BMD in DLCT. 

However, further research is needed to bridge gaps in evidence: First, well-designed 

prospective trials with sufficiently large patient populations are essential to generate data for 

the validation of DLCT´s potential for fracture-risk prediction and could also shed light on 

medium-term re-test reliability through longitudinal data. Then, additional applications 

pertaining to the assessment of trabecular microstructure such as morphometry or finite-

element analysis should be specifically evaluated for possible additional benefits regarding a 

comprehensive assessment of bone integrity with DLCT. In addition, spectral overlap is an 

issue inherent in all dual-energy CT set-ups. Multi-energy CT imaging with energy-resolving 

photon-counting detectors may improve spectral resolution by using several predefined 

energy-bins (Willemink, Persson, Pourmorteza, Pelc, & Fleischmann, 2018) and should be 

investigated for their clinical potential regarding the accuracy of bone densitometry. 

To conclude, the results of the present research work demonstrate that dual-layer 

spectral CT allows for BMD assessment in routine clinical examinations without the need for 

an in-scan calibration phantom, thus enabling a truly opportunistic post-hoc analysis of 

previously acquired imaging data. Essentially, contrast enhanced DLCT examinations can be 

used for this as well, but acquired measurements must undergo subsequent conversion with 

adjustments for vascular iodine contrast, which however can be conducted independent of 

contrast phase. It seems reasonable to preferably use non-enhanced DLCT data, when 

available. Providing more in-depth clinical insight by using dual-energy information, 

opportunistic use of DLCT for BMD measurements may enhance applicability and support 

radiologists in reaching an accurate diagnosis of conditions with low BMD and eventually may 

spare patients additional dedicated BMD assessment. Thus, it may help optimizing patient 

care, particularly for patients with secondary or therapy-associated causes for osteoporosis. 
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4 Summary of Journal Publications 

 

4.1 J-I: Bone mineral density measurements derived from dual-layer spectral CT enable 

opportunistic screening for osteoporosis 
 

This original research article was published in European Radiology on 2 May 2019. The first 

authorship is shared with Johannes Hammel. The co-authors are Kai Mei, Thomas Baum, Jan 

S. Kirschke, Alexis Laugerette, Felix K. Kopp, Jannis Bodden, Daniela Pfeiffer, Franz Pfeiffer, 

Ernst J. Rummeny, Peter B. Noël, Alexandra S. Gersing and Benedikt J. Schwaiger. 

 

4.1.1 Summary of J-I 

 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the clinical applicability of hydroxyapatite-calibrated bone 

mineral density measurements derived from native dual-layer spectral CT examinations. In the 

first place, spectral data from three artificial vertebral bodies of different HA densities was used 

for BMD calibration with DLCT, simulating several different grades of obesity and varying 

patient positioning. Quantitative CT (QCT) was used as standard of reference. BMD was 

calculated from virtual monoenergetic images at energy levels of 50 and 200 keV. In total, 33 

patients (66 ± 18 years; 33% women) were enrolled and 174 individual vertebral bodies were 

measured for HA-calibrated BMD in non-contrast routine DLCT as well as QCT. The main 

finding of this study is that in-vivo measurements showed marked correlations between DLCT 

and QCT (r = 0.987 [95% confidence interval, 0.963–1.000]; p < 0.001) as well as notable 

agreement of BMD measurements. In conclusion, HA-calibrated BMD measurements derived 

from DLCT were similar to QCT in in-vivo analyses. This finding suggests that opportunistic 

DLCT-based BMD measurements are an alternative to QCT, without the need for in-scan 

phantoms or dedicated protocols. 

 

4.1.2 Author’s individual contribution to J-I 

 

The doctoral candidate contributed substantially and independently to originality, 

innovativeness, scientific and clinical relevance of the research project this publication was 

based on. In particular, he set up the experimental study protocol including phantom 

measurements as well as definition of inclusion criteria for in-vivo examinations. Moreover, Mr. 

Roski independently performed phantom examinations and measurements in clinical imaging 

data, conducted quality assurance and reproducibility tests and applied and validated post-

processing steps, the latter together in close interprofessional cooperation with Mr. Hammel 
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and Mr. Laugerette of the TUM Chair of Biomedical Physics. The candidate independently 

carried out formal analyses, selected and applied all mentioned statistical techniques for both 

phantom and patient data, and assumed a leading role in the ensuing interpretation of the 

results and their evaluation in the scientific context. Mr. Roski was also in the lead regarding 

the drafting, editing, and revising of the manuscript. Supervision and guidance were provided 

by senior members of our workgroup, as is good clinical and scientific practice. 

 

Rationale of shared first authorship 

 

Being situated at the transition from preclinical phantom studies to actual in-vivo BMD 

measurements, the development and realization of research project J-I required in-depth 

expertise both in the fields of CT physics and clinical musculoskeletal radiology. The present 

publication is a result of this successful cooperation of biomedical physicists and clinical 

scientists. Consequently, the shared first authorship of Ferdinand Roski and Johannes 

Hammel reflects this duality inherent in this research topic as both authors made substantial 

contributions to the resulting publication. 
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4.2 J-II: Opportunistic osteoporosis screening: contrast-enhanced dual-layer spectral 

CT provides accurate measurements of vertebral volumetric bone mineral density 
 

This original research article was published in European Radiology on 14 October 2020. The 

co-authors are Johannes Hammel, Kai Mei, Bernhard Haller, Thomas Baum, Jan S. Kirschke, 

Daniela Pfeiffer, Klaus Woertler, Franz Pfeiffer, Peter B. Noël, Alexandra S. Gersing and 

Benedikt J. Schwaiger. 

 

4.2.1 Summary of J-II 

 

The main objective of this study was to evaluate whether opportunistic BMD measurements 

with dual-layer spectral CT (DLCT) can be accurately derived from non-dedicated 

examinations enhanced with iodine-based intravenous contrast agent. Vertebral BMD was 

determined in triphasic (native, arterial, and portal-venous scan phase) DLCT examinations 

for 132 patients (63 ± 16 years; 32% women) based on virtual monoenergetic images (50 and 

200 keV). An asynchronous QCT phantom calibration served as standard of reference. 

Further, vascular iodine densities of three major vessels (aorta, inferior vena cava, portal vein) 

were determined using a commercially available iodine quantification tool and measurements 

were used to evaluate precision of DLCT-BMD as well as for iodine-adjustment purposes in 

multivariable linear regressions. BMD measurements from contrast enhanced DLCT scan 

phases featured substantial agreement with non-enhanced measurements, when adjusted 

with vascular iodine concentrations of the portal vein and/or the abdominal aorta, and mean 

absolute errors tended to be lower compared with BMD derived from conventional QCT 

phantom calibration. Overall, this investigation showed that converted BMD from contrast 

enhanced DLCT showed high agreement with non-enhanced DLCT-BMD, when adjusted for 

vascular iodine concentrations. The results suggest feasibility of opportunistic BMD 

measurements in routine contrast enhanced DLCT scans and therefore constitute a huge 

potential for expansion of clinical applicability. 

 

4.2.2 Author’s individual contribution to J-II 

 

The doctoral candidate contributed substantially and independently to originality, 

innovativeness, scientific and clinical relevance of the research project this publication was 

based on. In particular, after thorough literature research and discussion in our interdisciplinary 

workgroup, he set up a feasible and targeted study protocol comprising inclusion and exclusion 

criteria as well as an experimental work program to select appropriate imaging data and to 

perform tissue measurements. Mr. Roski then independently implemented patient selection 
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and performed experimental work as described above. Again, he selected and applied all 

described statistical techniques – for more advanced statistical applications, particularly 

generalized estimated equations, guidance was provided by an experienced statistician 

(Bernhard Haller from TUM Institute of Medical Informatics, Statistics and Epidemiology). The 

doctoral candidate assumed a leading role in the ensuing interpretation of the results and their 

evaluation in the scientific context. Mr. Roski was also in the lead regarding the drafting, 

editing, and revising of the manuscript, and created all tables and figures.  Supervision and 

guidance were provided by senior members of our workgroup, as is good clinical and scientific 

practice. 
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Approval for inclusion of journal publications and secondary 
publication in doctoral dissertation 
 

Both included journal publications were published according to European Radiology`s open-

access policy under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY). The 

publishers copyright conditions explicitly specify that the copyright remains with the group of 

authors. Consequently, a distinct written reprint permission cannot be issued by the publisher 

house. Still, the fact that explicit written permission from the publisher is not required for 

reproduction was recorded in personal correspondence with the Editorial Board of European 

Radiology. Any and all co-authors who contributed to either of the two included journal 

publications explicitly approved the inclusion of the respective journal publication in Mr. Roski´s 

cumulative doctoral dissertation, confirmed that the respective journal publication was primarily 

drafted under the leadership of the doctoral candidate and furthermore explicitly consented to 

the publication of his doctoral thesis in written form. 
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List of Figures 

 

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the computed tomography scanner setup. 

 

Figure 2 Photoelectric absorption. 

Adapted from: “Events in the photoelectric absorption progress” (Alpen, 1998) 

 

Figure 3 Compton scattering. 

Adapted from: “Clinical applications of radiophotoluminescence (RPL) 

dosimetry in evaluation of patient radiation exposure in Radiology. 

Determination of absorbed and effective dose” (Manninen, 2014) 

 

Figure 4 Bone structures of the human spine, conventional x-ray image in lateral view 

(left), sagittal reformation of computed tomography (middle) and magnetic 

resonance tomography (right). 

 

Figure 5 Schematic diagram of the dual-layer computed tomography scanner setup. 

 

Figure 6 Sagittal reformation of dual-layer spectral CT imaging of the spine. 

Conventional (left) and virtual monoenergetic images at 50 (middle) and 

200 keV (right). 
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Abstract
Objective To investigate the in vivo applicability of non-contrast-enhanced hydroxyapatite (HA)-specific bone mineral density
(BMD) measurements based on dual-layer CT (DLCT).
Methods A spine phantom containing three artificial vertebral bodies with known HA densities was measured to obtain spectral
data using DLCT and quantitative CT (QCT), simulating different patient positions and grades of obesity. BMD was calculated
from virtual monoenergetic images at 50 and 200 keV. HA-specific BMD values of 174 vertebrae in 33 patients (66 ± 18 years;
33% women) were determined in non-contrast routine DLCT and compared with corresponding QCT-based BMD values.
Results Examining the phantom, HA-specific BMD measurements were on a par with QCT measurements. In vivo measure-
ments revealed strong correlations between DLCT and QCT (r = 0.987 [95% confidence interval, 0.963–1.000]; p < 0.001) and
substantial agreement in a Bland–Altman plot.
Conclusion DLCT-based HA-specific BMD measurements were comparable with QCT measurements in in vivo analyses. This
suggests that opportunistic DLCT-based BMDmeasurements are an alternative to QCT, without requiring phantoms and specific
protocols.
Key Points
• DLCT-based hydroxyapatite-specific BMD measurements show a substantial agreement with QCT-based BMD measurements
in vivo.

• DLCT-based hydroxyapatite-specific measurements are on a par with QCT in spine phantom measurements.
• Opportunistic DLCT-based BMD measurements may be a feasible alternative for QCT, without requiring dedicated examina-
tion protocols or a phantom.
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Abbreviations
BMD Bone mineral density
DECT Dual-energy computed tomography
DLCT Dual-layer computed tomography
DSCT Dual-source computed tomography
DXA Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry
ESP European Spine Phantom
HA Hydroxyapatite
MonoE Virtual monoenergetic
QCT Quantitative CT
SBI Spectral base image

Introduction

Fragility fractures are the main symptom of osteoporosis and
frequently occur in the thoracic and lumbar spine. Osteoporotic
fractures affect the individual patient and are considered to be a
relevant public health issue: they substantially contribute to the
health care costs [1] and are associated with reduced health-
related quality of life [2]. Ultimately, prevalent vertebral and
hip fractures lead to an increased risk of mortality for up to 5
and 10 years after fracture event, respectively [3, 4].

Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) and quantitative
CT (QCT), the current clinical standards, are known to have
limitations such as high susceptibility to confounders like
body size or vascular calcifications and limited availability
or relatively high radiation doses, respectively [5].

Furthermore, these methods are under-used with participa-
tion rates for DXA of only 30% and 4% in eligible women and
men over 65 years, respectively [6]. Consequently, opportu-
nistic imaging is particularly promising for spinal
osteodensitometry, as many patients undergo diagnostic CT
of the chest or abdomen for a variety of indications and these
scans mostly also include the spinal column [7, 8]. Since os-
teoporosis is considered to be an underdiagnosed and
undertreated condition [1], opportunistic screening would en-
hance the identification of individuals with low BMD being at
risk for spinal fractures and thus would enable the prevention
of major fragility fractures by an early initiation of therapy,
e.g., with pharmacological treatment.

For material-specific measurements and other applications,
dual-layer CT (DLCT) has gained growing attention: This spe-
cial approach of dual-energy CT (DECT) was only recently
introduced in clinical routine and uses two scintillator elements,
one superimposed on the other, coupled to a photodiode. Both
layers have sensitivity maxima in two different parts of the x-
ray spectrum and therefore provide spectral information [9].
This information can be used to decompose attenuation values
and derive material-specific density information, thus combin-
ing volumetric measurements specifically for calcium hydroxy-
apatite (HA) with a morphological assessment [10].

Of note, the basic concept of dual-energy imaging is not a
new one in osteodensitometry. Dual-energy techniques have
been introduced more than 30 years ago, both in the context of
projectional radiography [11–13] and computed tomography
[14, 15]. Especially for DECT, an early application in bone
mineral quantification was to reduce measuring inaccuracies
of conventional single-energy CT that are caused by beam
hardening artifacts or vertebral bone marrow fat [16, 17].

Other current approaches to DECT imaging, acquiring
spectral information, are dual-source CT (DSCT) and single-
source CTwith fast kV-switching. While the former uses two
x-ray sources and two detectors in a nearly perpendicular set-
up, the latter employs one x-ray source with rapid tube voltage
switching and one detector [10].

Contrary to these source-based DECT setups, DLCT only
requires one x-ray source and both detector layers are always
“ON” in all examinations. Therefore, dual-energy information
is available from every routine clinical examination whereas in
contrast, in dual-source or rapid kV-switching systems, examina-
tions are often performed in single-energy mode only, and dual-
energy information are collected only if prescribed prior to the
examination. Due to its simultaneous data acquisition of the low-
and high-energy data sets, DLCT, however, continuously allows
for additional analyses in already-acquired imaging data such as
BMD measurements in non-dedicated examinations.

This opportunistic approach could help reduce the gap in
the detection of patients with low BMD and consequently
pave the way for establishing appropriate treatment. The first
ex vivo studies, in which HA-specific BMD measurements
were assessed in hydroxyapatite-containing phantoms and
vertebral specimens, demonstrated the high accuracy of HA-
specific BMD measurements [18, 19].

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the
clinical applicability of non-contrast-enhanced DLCT-based
HA-specific BMD quantification in vivo by evaluating its
accuracy compared with phantom-calibrated QCT-based
BMD measurements.

Methods

Ex vivo calibration and measurements
in a standardized phantom

CT images were acquired with one DLCT scanner (IQon
Spectral CT, Philips Healthcare).

A standardized spine phantom (European Spine Phantom
(ESP), serial number ESP-040, QRM GmbH) consisting of
water-equivalent plastic and HA inserts simulating trabecular
bone densities of 50.0 (HA50), 98.4 (HA100), and 197.6
(HA200) mg/ml HA was measured. It should be noted that
the exact HA densities as specified by the manufacturer were
used for all calculations and analyses, whereas the nominal
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values were used only for illustrational purposes in tables and
figures. The ESP is a tool for standard quality control in DXA
and QCT [20–22]. To determine the precise spectral absorp-
tion behavior of the ESP, an ultra-high-dose examination pro-
tocol with a fixed tube voltage of 120 kVp and an exposure of
1000 mAs was used. Spectral base image (SBI) data was
reconstructed using a standard bone filter kernel (YB) with
axial slice thickness of 0.9 mm. The measured data was aver-
aged over cylindrical regions of interest (ROIs) of 10.0 mm
(height) × 100 mm2 (base area) to reduce noise.

SBI data contains information on energy-dependent attenua-
tion behavior, extracted with the use of dual-layer detector tech-
nology [23]. This information can be used to create virtualmono-
chromatic (MonoE) images, which are equivalent to images ac-
quired with a monoenergetic x-ray source [24]. These images
were generated with IntelliSpace Portal 10.1.0 (Philips
Healthcare).

In addition to the calibration scan, 18 scans were performed
using different scan parameter combinations with the follow-
ing variations in patient size, table height, and exposure, to
simulate various patient setups:

& Fat-equivalent extension rings (QRM GmbH) (for the
simulation of different degrees of obesity): no ring, ring
size S, and ring size M (50 mm and 100 mm thick fat-
equivalent ring, respectively)

& Centered and off-centered (patient positioning table was
moved 43 mm away from the field of view center) table
positions

& 50, 100, and 200 mAs exposure
& Tube voltage of 120 kVp

CT numbers from monoenergetic images at 50 and 200 keV
were used for BMD quantification: Projection points along the
optimal regression line are calculated by applying a projection
with an angle of 32° to the calibration line to all scan setups. Via
the knownBMDvalues of the ESP, every point on the calibration
line can be assigned to a specific BMD using the linear relation

BMD
mg
ml

h i
¼ MonoEprojection 50ð Þ HU½ % & uþ v:

u and v are the slope and intercept of a linear regression between
the MonoE(50) values of the calibration scan and the
manufacturer-specifiedBMDs. Finally, for comparison purposes,
the ESP scans as specified above were repeated using routine
QCT examination parameters. QCT-based BMD values were
calculated using a clinical QCT phantom and its corresponding
software (QCT Pro, Mindways Software, Inc.).

Patient cohort for in vivo BMD measurements

Institutional Review Board approval was obtained previously
to this study (Ethics Commission of the Medical Faculty,

Technical University of Munich, Germany). Written informed
consent was waived for this retrospective analysis of routinely
acquired imaging data.

In our institutional PACS, patients who underwent a QCT
examination on the DLCT scanner between November 2016
and February 2018 were retrospectively identified. All exam-
ination data had to contain spectral information, and the
thoracolumbar spine had to be examined in the presence of a
standardized QCT-phantom as specified above. Patients with
intravenous contrast (n = 39) or metal implants in the
thoracolumbar spine or close vicinity (e.g., spondylodeses,
aortic stent grafts; n = 36) were excluded. A total number of
n = 33 subjects (mean ± SD; 66 ± 18 years; 11 women, 57 ±
22 years; 22men, 69 ± 13 years) were used for the comparison
of DLCT- and QCT-based BMDmeasurements with a total of
174 vertebral bodies.

DLCT imaging protocols and post-processing

All CT images were acquired with the same DLCT scanner as
used for phantom measurements during clinical routine.

Routine protocols with tube voltage fixed at 120 kVp were
used for all scans. Here, patient exposures varied between 20
and 294 mAs, with a mean exposure of 84 ± 61 mAs (mean ±
SD). Mean CT dose indices (CTDIvol) were 7.7 ± 5.5 mGy
over all patients. SBI data sets were reconstructed using stan-
dard and bone filter kernels (B, YB, YC), with a slice thick-
ness of 0.9 mm. The distance between the top of the patient
table and the center of rotation was 151 mm± 34 mm.

Under the supervision of a radiologist with 7 years of ex-
perience in spine imaging (BJS), a trained researcher (FR)
manually placed circular ROIs onto sagittal reformations
(slice thickness, 10 mm) of the thoracolumbar spine as these
reformations allow best for synchronous morphological as-
sessment including fractures that may be missed in original
axial imaging data (e.g., height loss of vertebrae). ROIs had a
diameter of exactly one-third of the particular vertebral body’s
height and were positioned in the ventral halves of the trabec-
ular compartment of the vertebrae (Fig. 1). On average, five
vertebrae per patient were measured (preferably T12, L1, and
L2; range T10 to L5). Vertebral bodies with substantial degen-
erative changes (e.g., severe osteochondrosis with adjacent
sclerosis), fractures, or other pathologies such as hemangioma
were excluded and the BMDmeasurements were consequent-
ly obtained from the adjacent vertebrae that were not excluded
due to a pathology.

Mean CT numbers for both conventional and correspond-
ing virtual monochromatic images at 50 and 200 keV were
extracted from ROIs. HA-specific BMD quantification of all
patients was computed using reconstructions of virtual mono-
chromatic images at 50 and 200 keVas described for phantom
measurements. For comparison, BMD assessment was also
performed by using the QCT Pro calibration phantom
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(Mindways Software, Inc.) with BMD being calculated in
accordance with the conventional QCT method and clinical
standards.

Statistical analysis

For the inter-method comparison of ex vivo phantom mea-
surements, means of differences between the scan and
manufacturer-specified BMDs were assessed for DLCT ver-
sus QCT scans with identical examination parameters, respec-
tively, using a two-sided paired samples t test.

On a vertebral-body-base, Pearson’s r was determined to
assess the correlation of DLCT- and QCT-based BMD. A
Bland–Altman plot was used to evaluate the agreement of
both measurements [25].

To assess the intrareader agreement of HA-specific BMD
measurements, the same researcher repeated measurements in
20% of the vertebral bodies (n = 35) after 4 months, blinded
for previous results, and two-way mixed intraclass correlation
coefficients (ICC) were calculated.

Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 25 (IBM).
A two-sided p value of less than 0.05 was considered to indi-
cate a statistically significant difference.

Results

Ex vivo DLCT-based phantom measurements

The spectral data obtained from the calibration scan and the scans
simulating different patient setups were plotted separately for
three artificial vertebral bodies (Fig. 2), and a projection calibra-
tion was executed, defining projection angles of α = 29.9°, β =
29.1°, and γ = 32.0° for vertebral bodies containing 50.0, 98.4,
and 197.6 mg/ml HA, respectively. These projection angles

represent the angles between the linear regression line of the
high-dose calibration scan for different BMDs and the linear
regression of the 18 scans in different setups for each BMD.
Deviations from the calibration line are mainly caused by differ-
ent patient sizes, while different table heights and exposure only
cause minor aberrations. For our algorithm, an angle of γ = 32.0°
was used, as this projection calibration sets the highest correlation
coefficient (r =− 0.947).

In phantom measurements, means of differences between
BMD scan results and manufacturer-specified values aver-
aged for all different scan settings tended to be lower for
DLCT (3.9 mg/ml HA) compared with those of QCT
(4.8 mg/ml HA) (Table 1), although this difference was not
statistically significant (p = 0.152).

In vivo DLCT-based BMD measurements

BMD values derived from the DLCT-based method and from
QCTwere highly correlated (r= 0.987 [95% confidence interval,
0.963–1.000]; p < 0.001; Fig. 3). The corresponding Bland–
Altman plot shows a substantial agreement between both
methods (Fig. 4). DLCT-based BMD measurements show a
mean difference from QCT measurements of d = 2.81 mg/ml
(95% confidence interval, 1.64–3.99 mg/ml) with a standard
deviation of differences of sd = 7.89 mg/ml. The 95% limits of
agreement subsequently are − 12.66 mg/ml and + 18.29 mg/ml.

The intrareader agreement for DLCT-based BMDmeasure-
ments was excellent (ICC, 0.997 [95% CI, 0.994–0.998]).

Discussion

In this study, opportunistic HA-specific BMD measurements
derived from clinical DLCT examinations showed an excel-
lent correlation with QCT-based BMD measurements.

Fig. 1 Sagittal (a), axial (b), and
coronal (c) reformation of dual-
layer spectral CT imaging of a 77-
year-old male patient after history
of falling. ROIs are positioned in
ventral halves of T12 and L2–L5;
L1 was excluded due to a
compression fracture (white
arrow)
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Table 1 Differences between measurements (QCT/DLCT) and manufacturer-specified BMD. Means of differences (MOD) are calculated from the
absolute deviations from manufacturer’s specifications of 50.0, 98.4, and 197.6 mg/ml HA densities (HA50, HA100, HA200, respectively)

Ring size Table position Exposure (mAs) QCT DLCT MOD (QCT) MOD (DLCT)

HA50 HA100 HA200 HA50 HA100 HA200

No ring Centered 50 47.3 95.6 201.6 46.8 93.0 194.7 3.2 3.8

100 47.3 98.6 201.4 46.6 94.6 196.0 2.2 2.9

200 47.3 96.6 199.6 47.7 95.1 195.9 2.2 2.4

Off-centered 50 45.3 96.2 203.3 47.9 90.2 194.1 4.2 4.6

100 50.3 96.4 199.0 47.4 95.6 194.4 1.2 2.9

200 46.1 94.4 200.5 47.2 94.0 195.0 3.6 3.3

S Centered 50 52.9 99.5 199.7 46.1 90.8 193.5 2.0 5.2

100 45.7 97.5 196.2 45.9 94.6 198.1 2.2 2.8

200 46.0 94.5 199.8 48.7 94.3 196.6 3.4 2.1

Off-centered 50 49.0 94.5 195.4 44.3 92.2 193.5 2.4 5.3

100 49.1 96.2 201.1 47.8 94.5 199.7 2.2 2.7

200 46.3 94.8 194.7 46.3 94.4 194.8 3.4 3.5

M Centered 50 54.5 93.7 192.3 53.9 86.1 198.1 4.8 5.6

100 45.6 104.4 190.3 55.6 93.2 199.0 5.9 4.1

200 46.3 97.1 189.9 53.1 94.9 198.3 4.2 2.4

Off-centered 50 40.9 88.8 179.6 43.9 88.0 190.7 12.2 7.8

100 35.4 86.8 179.0 52.6 91.0 193.7 14.9 4.6

200 41.3 87.1 182.5 55.3 96.1 192.7 11.7 4.2

Overall 46.5 95.2 194.8 48.7 92.9 195.5 4.8 3.9

Explicit results and means of differences between measurements and manufacturer’s specifications (MOD) given in mg/ml

Fig. 2 Scatter plot showing phantom measurement results of calibration
scans with different simulated setups in terms of patient size (blue
represents “no extension ring”, red represents ring size S, green
represents ring size M), table position, and exposure for three artificial
vertebral bodies of prespecified HA densities (50.0 (HA50), 98.4

(HA100), and 197.6 (HA200) mg/ml HA). The thick black line
represents the regression line of the ultra-high-dose calibration scan
(1000 mAs exposure), the thin black line represents the bisecting line,
and broken lines are the regression lines for measurements of individual
HA inserts. Projection angles are α = 29.9°, β = 29.1°, and γ = 32.0°
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Furthermore, measurements in the standardized ESP suggest
that the presented DLCT-based method is on a par with those
from QCT.

In a clinical assessment, the American College of
Radiology lists the following BMD ranges for use to approx-
imately assign QCT-based BMD to the WHO diagnostic cat-
egories “osteopenia” and “osteoporosis”, which are actually
exclusively established for DXA measurements: for
osteopenia, BMD values range between 80 and 120 mg/ml
and for osteoporosis, BMD values are < 80mg/ml [26]. In this
clinically relevant range, both methods showed a substantial
agreement in in vivo measurements. Here, a slight but signif-
icant systematic difference can be observed with DLCT con-
sistently yielding higher BMD than QCT. Larger deviations
between the two methods at higher BMD values mainly result
from the introduced projection angle, taking the influence of
simulated abdominal fat tissue into consideration. Of note,
over all simulated measurement setups, phantom measure-
ments deviated less from known HA densities in the ESP for
the DLCT-based method than for QCT.

This may be caused by the so-called fat error affecting non-
HA-specific QCT measurements: several studies have identi-
fied a high bone marrow fat fraction as a source of error in
osteodensitometry, which is associated with an underestima-
tion of BMD in QCT-based measurements by using magnetic
resonance spectroscopy [27, 28] or chemical analysis [29, 30]
as standard of reference. Of note, the determination of ash
density values in vertebral specimens demonstrated a reduc-
tion of the fat-related error with DECT [30].

In a different DECT approach, Booz et al showed the fea-
sibility of phantomless in vivo BMD assessment using DSCT
[31]. DSCT, however, has inherent limitations compared with
the dual-layer setup used in this study. The nearly perpendic-
ular arrangement of both x-ray sources is not only responsible
for an asynchronous detection of congruent projections and
therefore does not allow material decomposition in projection
space, but it is also the cause of scatter radiation on respective
radiation fields with the need for correction [10].

The method for DLCT-based BMD quantification as used
in this study is similar to a previous ex vivo study byMei et al
[19]. In this previous study, different degrees of obesity were
not found to influence HA-specific BMD measurements sig-
nificantly within the range of clinical examination parameters.
While differences between DLCT-based measurements and
known HA densities of the ESP in suboptimal examination
setups were still within acceptable dimensions, we decided to
additionally introduce a projection calibration step as de-
scribed above to further increase accuracy of measurements.
Of note, this step only needs to be performed once on the CT
scanner after measuring the ESP.

DLCT data is acquired without preselected examination
protocols and can therefore be used for different opportunistic
analyses, e.g., to reduce artifacts from metallic hardware [32]
or to create virtual non-contrast images from contrast-
enhanced examinations [33]. In the detection of low BMD,
opportunistic use of already-available imaging data has re-
cently received a lot of attention [7, 8, 34–36] for several
reasons: Many patients at risk for fractures due to impaired

Fig. 3 Scatter plot showing BMD values of 174 vertebral bodies from 33
patients, BMD values obtained by phantomless DLCT (y-axis) and
phantom-based QCT (x-axis); the blue line represents the linear

regression line, and the black line represents the bisecting line. A
significant correlation between both measurement methods can be
identified (r = 0.987 [95% confidence interval, 0.963–1.000]; p < 0.001)
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bone stability undergo CT imaging for other reasons such as
vertebral fracture assessment in patients with primary osteo-
porosis, but also CT staging examinations e.g. in the presence
of malignant conditions. Using these images for BMD analy-
ses would provide an accurate biomarker without additional
radiation doses, examination time, and costs, thus potentially
closing the diagnostic gap for individuals at increased fracture
risk.

This study has limitations. First, the patient population was
rather small since for the inter-method comparison, DLCTand
QCT examinations performed on the same scanner were re-
quired for this study population. In addition, strict exclusion
criteria regarding patients with metal implants in adjacent
structures (e.g., spondylodeses, aortic stent grafts) were ap-
plied to avoid possible measurement errors by reason of beam
hardening artifacts. Comparison of both CT techniques in
quantifying bone mineral density was therefore performed
on a base of single vertebral bodies (n = 174). As measure-
ments in the standardized phantom suggest, the results of the
DLCT-based method tally with those obtained by QCT.
However, before final conclusions are drawn, both methods
should be objectively compared using a third method as stan-
dard of reference. This could be determining the BMD with
both methods in vertebral specimens which are then burned
and chemically analyzed for their HA density, which, howev-
er, is not applicable in vivo.

Besides, BMD has shown to be only one of several param-
eters for fracture risk evaluation, with trabecular bone micro-
structure being another relevant factor. Whether microstruc-
ture assessment based on DLCT and QCT may generate dif-
ferent results should also be assessed in the future. Finally, in
this analysis, only non-contrast-enhanced CT examinations
were included. Since many clinical examinations are per-
formed with intravenous contrast (e.g., staging examinations),
the feasibility of measurements in those contrast-enhanced
examinations should be investigated in future studies.

In conclusion, opportunistic HA-specific BMD mea-
surements derived from clinical DLCT examinations were
highly correlated and showed a substantial agreement
with QCT-based BMD measurements. Moreover, phantom
measurements suggest that the presented DLCT-based
method is on a par with QCT. This suggests that oppor-
tunistic HA-specific measurements may be an adequate
alternative for early detecting patients with low bone min-
eral density in clinical routine and may support optimal
individual therapeutic decisions.
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Fig. 4 Bland–Altman plot showing data of 174 vertebral bodies from 33
patients, solid line indicating the mean BMD difference, dotted lines
indicating the 95% limits of agreement (mean difference ± 1.96 SD).
The plot shows means of DLCT- and QCT-based BMD values on the x-
axis and differences of both measurements (DLCT- minus QCT-based
BMD) on the y-axis. The mean difference is d = 2.81 mg/ml (95%

confidence interval, 1.64–3.99 mg/ml) with a standard deviation of
differences of sd = 7.89 mg/ml. The 95% limits of agreement
subsequently are − 12.66 mg/ml and + 18.29 mg/ml. This indicates a
substantial agreement between both measurement methods
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Opportunistic osteoporosis screening: contrast-enhanced dual-layer
spectral CT provides accurate measurements of vertebral bone
mineral density
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Abstract
Objectives Osteoporosis remains under-diagnosed, which may be improved by opportunistic bone mineral density (BMD)
measurements on CT. However, correcting for the influence of intravenous iodine-based contrast agent is challenging. The
purpose of this study was to assess the diagnostic accuracy of iodine-corrected vertebral BMDmeasurements derived from non-
dedicated contrast-enhanced phantomless dual-layer spectral CT (DLCT) examinations.
Methods Vertebral volumetric DLCT-BMD was measured in native, arterial, and portal-venous scans of 132 patients (63 ±
16 years; 32% women) using virtual monoenergetic images (50 and 200 keV). For comparison, conventional BMD was
determined using an asynchronous QCT calibration. Additionally, iodine densities were measured in the abdominal aorta
(AA), inferior vena cava, and vena portae (VP) on each CT phase to adjust for iodine-related measurement errors in multivariable
linear regressions and a generalized estimated equation, and conversion equations were calculated.
Results BMD values derived from contrast-enhanced phases using conversion equations adjusted for individual vessel iodine
concentrations of VP and/or AA showed a high agreement with those from non-enhanced scans in Bland-Altman plots. Mean
absolute errors (MAE) of DLCT-BMDwere 3.57 mg/ml for the arterial (R2 = 0.989) and 3.69 mg/ml for the portal-venous phase
(R2 = 0.987) (conventional BMD: 4.70 [R2 = 0.983] and 5.15 mg/ml [R2 = 0.981]). In the phase-independent analysis, MAE was
4.49 mg/ml for DLCT (R2 = 0.989) (conventional BMD: 4.82 mg/ml [R2 = 0.981]).
Conclusions Converted BMD derived from contrast-enhanced DLCT examinations and adjusted for individual vessel iodine
concentrations showed a high agreement with non-enhanced DLCT-BMD, suggesting that opportunistic BMD measurements
are feasible even in non-dedicated contrast-enhanced DLCT examinations.
Key Points
• Accurate BMD values can be converted from contrast-enhanced DLCT scans, independent from the used scan phase.
• DLCT-BMD measurements from contrast-enhanced scans should be adjusted with iodine concentrations of portal vein and/or
abdominal aorta, which significantly improves the goodness-of-fit of conversion models.

Keywords Bone density . Contrast media . Osteoporosis . Tomography, X-ray computed
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Abbreviations
AA Aorta abdominalis
ADT Androgen deprivation therapy
AR Arterial scan phase
BMD Bone mineral density
cBMD Converted BMD
CE Contrast-enhanced
CTDIvol CT dose index
DECT Dual-energy computed tomography
DLCT Dual-layer spectral computed tomography
DXA Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry
GEE Generalized estimated equations
HA Calcium hydroxyapatite
IVC Inferior vena cava
MAE Mean absolute error
MDCT Multidetector computed tomography
PI Phase-independent
PV Portal-venous scan phase
QCT Quantitative computed tomography
R2c Change of R2

VFFs Vertebral fragility fractures
VMI Virtual monoenergetic image
VOI Volume of interest
VP Vena portae

Introduction

Osteopenia and osteoporosis remain a severe challenge in
health care, not only from a clinical perspective—the treat-
ment gap is estimated at 59% of women and 57% of men in
the EU [1]—but also from an epidemiologic view consid-
ering its contribution to an increasing number of fall-related
deaths [2]. Bearing in mind that the majority of the causal
vertebral fragility fractures (VFFs) already occurs in
osteopenic individuals [3] emphasizes the importance of
early detecting patients at risk. A UK audit, however,
showed tha t inc iden ta l VFFs a re subs t an t i a l l y
underdiagnosed in non-dedicated CT exams due to defi-
cient reporting [4]. Here, even basic tools (e.g., routine
sagittal reformations, stringent terminology) could improve
clinico-radiological workflow and patients’ outcome [5].
Besides, fracture-related treatment costs represent the main
cost factor for osteoporosis, thus causing considerable eco-
nomic burden to health systems [1].

A diagnostic gap was not only found in patients with
primary or postmenopausal osteoporosis [6–8]—this is also
an issue regarding patients with secondary causes for re-
duced bone mineral density (BMD), e.g., patients suffering
from malignant conditions and undergoing therapy also af-
fecting BMD [9]. For instance, men with prostate cancer
receiving androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) bear an in-
creased risk to suffer from accelerated bone loss, which is a

major adverse effect [10–12]. Even though guidelines rec-
ommend evaluation with baseline and periodic follow-up
BMD quantification [13], there is a severe under-use of
dedicated imaging methods such as dual-energy x-ray ab-
sorptiometry (DXA) or quantitative CT (QCT)—e.g., for
patients with non-metastatic prostate cancer, only about
one in ten patients over 65 years receiving ADT undergoes
a baseline bone densitometry [14–16].

Most patients with such malignant conditions are regularly
subjected to contrast-enhanced CT for (re-)staging or the as-
sessment of age-related comorbidities, in which a vast set of
imaging data is generated. This gave rise to the question
whether contrast-enhanced CT scans may be used for oppor-
tunistic BMD measurements to avoid additional dedicated
examinations.

In clinical osteodensitometry, dual-energy CT (DECT)
imaging has been available for more than 30 years [17].
However, in contrast to other DECT approaches such as
dual-source CT or single-source CT with rapid kV
switching, which are routinely performed in single-energy
mode, DLCT continuously detects dual-energy information
in standard CT protocols. Consequently, this novel imple-
mentation of DECT provides spectral data on clinical de-
mand in all examinations without the need to prospectively
select qualified patients for DECT imaging. Providing
spectral information retrospectively in all examinations
not only does facilitate radiological workflow, but also vir-
tually lends itself for the retrospective approach of oppor-
tunistically measuring BMD.

By means of two superimposed detector layers, dual-layer
spectral CT (DLCT) enables the separation of low- and high-
energy photons, therefore providing energy-specific attenua-
tion coefficients of present materials [18]. Based on this spec-
tral information, one can infer on the material composition of
body tissues or fluids, e.g., by measuring the concentration of
calcium hydroxyapatite for BMD quantification [19] or the
iodine concentration for quantifying contrast enhancement
[20].

In a previous publication, the feasibility of opportunistic
screening for osteoporosis was already demonstrated in vivo
for native DLCT examinations [21]. Consequently, the scope
of applicability in this paper is confined to clinical settings in
which current non-enhanced DLCT data are missing.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the usability of
contrast-enhanced DLCT scans for calculating precise BMD
values based on non-dedicated CT examinations, i.e., with
examinations performed for indications other than
osteodensitometry.

For this purpose, the present analysis investigated (I) the
effects of iodine contrast agent on the accuracy of DLCT-
BMD measurements and (II) any possible improvement of
accuracy by adjusting for concentrations of iodine contrast
agent measured in large vessels.
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Materials and methods

Patient population

According to the study protocol, 471 consecutive patients
with a complete triphasic DLCT examination of the abdo-
men or thorax/abdomen were enrolled if exams were per-
formed for indications other than osteodensitometry. Of
those, patients with metal-containing implants adjacent to
the thoracolumbar spine such as aortic stent grafts (n = 293)
or spinal instrumentation (n = 36) were excluded. The same
applies for patients with malignant conditions affecting the
spine, e.g., spinal bone metastases (n = 7) or hematologic
diseases (n = 3), resulting in a patient sample of 132 pa-
tients (63 ± 16 years; 32% women) who were retrospective-
ly identified in the institutional PACS between September
2016 and October 2018.

Institutional ReviewBoard approval was obtained prior to this
study (Ethics Commission of the School of Medicine, Technical
University of Munich, Germany). Informed consent was waived
for this retrospective analysis of routinely acquired imaging data.

DLCT image acquisition

CT images were acquired with one DLCT scanner (IQon
Spectral CT, Philips Healthcare). For all scans, a routine ab-
dominal CT protocol was usedwith a tube voltage of 120 keV.
Non-contrast-enhanced (NE) scans had an exposure of 107 ±
49 mAs (mean ± SD) and a mean CT dose index (CTDIvol) of
9.7 ± 4.5 mGy; contrast-enhanced (CE) scans had an exposure
of 110 ± 43 mAs and a mean CTDIvol of 10.0 ± 3.9 mGy.

CE scans were performed using iomeprol, a non-ionic io-
dinated contrast agent for intravenous application (Imeron 400
MCT, Bracco Imaging Deutschland GmbH). Per routine clin-
ical protocol and depending on the clinical situation, a volume
of 50 to 70 ml was administered with a flow rate of 3 ml/s.
Arterial phases were triggered when the average CT numbers
of a volume of interest (VOI) in the descending thoracic aorta
exceeded a threshold value of 150 HU. The portal-venous
phases started 70 s after contrast administration.

Image analysis, post-processing, and BMD calculation

On sagittal reformations, circular VOIs were manually
placed in the ventral halves of L1 to L3. If one or more
of these showed a pathology such as a fracture or exten-
sive degenerative changes, adjacent thoracolumbar verte-
brae were used instead. CT numbers in NE, arterial (AR),
and portal-venous (PV) phases were extracted from both
conventional and two virtual monoenergetic images at
different energy levels (VMI; 50 and 200 keV), respec-
tively (Fig. 1).

Subsequently, patients’ BMD values were calculated in
two ways: Based on VMIs, DLCT-BMD values were com-
puted for all three scan phases as previously described by
Roski et al [21]. In short, after performing an ex vivo high-
dose calibration scan of three hydroxyapatite (HA)-contain-
ing insets of the European spine phantom (ESP) with
DLCT, attenuation values of VMIs can be linearly assigned
to respective BMD values via projection calibration as they
are proportional to measured HA concentrations.

Conventional BMD values were similarly calculated for all
scan phases by using an asynchronous calibration [22, 23]
with attenuation values of a standard QCT phantom
(Mindways QCT) consisting of five differently concentrated
solutions of K2PO4. Here, phantom measurements were aver-
aged over 33 examinations, which were performed in the same
time period and on the same scanner. Instead of VMIs, con-
ventional images were used for BMD quantification. These
are reconstructed by using a weighted sum of counts measured
in the two detector layers, with resulting images being analo-
gous to a conventional single-energy CT scanner [24].

Additionally, mid-luminal iodine concentrations (mg/ml)
were measured within the abdominal aorta (AA) and the infe-
rior vena cava (IVC) on axial images—immediately inferior to
the renal vessels—as well as within the vena portae (VP) on
multiplanar reformations (Fig. 1). A commercially available
spectral CT software was used for the generation of iodine
density maps based on iodine-water decomposition
(IntelliSpace Portal 10.1.0, Philips Healthcare).

Fig. 1 Sagittal (a), axial (b), andmultiplanar reformation (c) of dual-layer
spectral CT imaging of a 77-year-old male patient. Spinal VOIs are po-
sitioned in the ventral halves of L1–L3 (green) (VMI at 50 keV). Vascular
VOIs are positioned orthogonally and mid-luminally in the abdominal
aorta (red), the inferior vena cava (blue), and the portal vein (violet)
(iodine density maps)
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Statistical analysis

Both DLCT and conventional BMD values from CE scans
were separately correlated with their reference values from
corresponding NE scans in multivariable linear regression
models using forward selection. BMD values from CE scans,
vessel iodine concentrations (AA, IVC, and VP), age, and sex
represented the set of selectable independent variables.
DLCT-BMD fromNE scans had previously shown its validity
in a comparison with QCT [21]. Consequently, these data
served as standard of reference for the contrast-enhanced
DLCT-BMD values in this study. Likewise, the respective
native values served as the dependent variable for convention-
al BMD. This linear regression analysis was performed sepa-
rately for AR and PV. For the phase-independent (PI) ap-
proach, due to present within-subject correlation, generalized
estimated equations (GEE) were used to investigate functional
relations between contrast-enhanced and native BMD.

Beforehand, the patient sample was randomly split up into
a training cohort (n = 88) for the multivariable linear regres-
sion model and a test cohort (n = 44) for the eventual valida-
tion of its predictive accuracy. For the phase-independent
GEE analysis, individual patient scans of the AR and PV
phase were independently assigned to the training cohort
(n = 176) and the test cohort (n = 88).

Bland-Altman plots showing data from the test cohorts
were used to examine the agreement of native and calculated
BMD values, thus estimating the predictive value of the re-
gression model. Moreover, agreement was calculated on a
patient base as mean of absolute errors (MAEs) before and
after the application of conversion equations. The external
data of the test cohort was used to validate the conversion
equations of both linear regressions and the GEE analysis with
R2 values.

The statistical calculations were performed using SPSS 23
(IBM).

Results

In vivo DLCT-based and conventional BMD
measurements

For DLCT-BMD, measurements in native scans averaged to
102.95 ± 46.33 mg/ml (mean ± SD), whereas arterial (112.23
± 7.88 mg/ml [+ 9.0%]) and portal-venous (126.86 ±
53.89 mg/ml [+ 23.2%]) scan phases revealed substantially
higher results (Fig. 2). DLCT-BMD from AR and PV showed
high correlations (r = 0.994 [95% confidence interval, 0.991–
0.996] and r = 0.989 [0.984–0.992]), yet a low agreement with
DLCT-BMD from NE.

Conventionally calculated BMD showed similar, yet con-
tinuously lower results: native BMD values were 97.00 ±
43.48 mg/ml, whereas in CE phases, likewise, BMD values
were substantially higher with 106.44 ± 44.35mg/ml (+ 9.7%)
for AR and 119.67 ± 42.93 mg/ml (+ 23.3%) for PV,
respectively.

Linear regression and generalized estimating
equation analyses

Both phase-specific regression models had very high coeffi-
cients of determination for DLCT-BMD measurements with
conventional BMD values consistently showing lower good-
ness of fit (Table 1).

Besides respective BMD values from CE scan phases, a
significant association of the iodine concentration of the VP
could be detected for all three DLCT models (AR: change of
R2 (R2c) = 0.007 (DLCT-BMD)/R2c = 0.008 (conventional
BMD), PV: R2c = 0.001/not significant). Patient’s age was
significantly associated with the outcome only for the phase-
independent GEE analysis, the iodine concentration of AA
only for the PV linear regression model (R2c = 0.008/R2c =

Fig. 2 Scatter plot showing
DLCT-BMD values of 132 pa-
tients (averaged over three verte-
brae each) derived from different
contrast-enhanced scan phases
(AR = red and PV = violet); the
black bisecting line serves as
standard of reference showing the
corresponding line of native
BMD values
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0.010). Neither iodine concentration of IVC nor sex was iden-
tified as a significant predictor for any scan phase.

The derived conversion equations for the DLCT-BMDdata
are:

cBMD ARð Þ ¼ 0:989$ BMD ARð Þ−2:170$ Iodine VPð Þ−4:070
cBMD PVð Þ ¼ 0:981$ BMD PVð Þ−1:407$ Iodine AAð Þ−1:109$ Iodine VPð Þ−5:928
cBMD PIð Þ ¼ 0:941$ BMD CEð Þ−2:636$ Iodine VPð Þ−0:141$ Ageþ 9:233

Agreement of native and calculated BMD

After converting the BMD values of the test cohorts using the
presented equations, corresponding Bland-Altman plots
showed a substantial agreement between converted and re-
spective natively measured BMD (Fig. 3).

For the arterial phase, DLCT-BMD had a mean of absolute
errors (MAEs) of 9.99 (95% confidence interval, 8.38–11.59)
mg/ml before and 3.57 (2.56–4.58) mg/ml after the conversion
of measured to estimated BMD, whereas conventional BMD
improved from 9.93 (8.12–11.75) to 4.70 (3.53–5.86) mg/ml.

For the portal-venous phase, conversion of contrast-
enhanced data reduced MAE from 21.58 (19.73–23.42) mg/ml
to 3.69 (2.69–4.70) mg/ml for DLCT-BMD (21.76 [19.39–
24.13] to 5.15 [3.76–6.54] mg/ml for conventional BMD).

The MAE of the phase-independent GEE model changed
from 14.57 (12.81–16.33) mg/ml before to 4.49 (3.87–5.11)
mg/ml after the conversion of DLCT-BMD (14.77 [12.88–
16.66] to 4.82 [3.99–5.64] mg/ml for conventional BMD).

The above conversion equations were validated with exter-
nal data of the test cohorts and consistently showed high co-
efficients of determination (Table 2).

Discussion

Converted BMD values, derived from routine clinical
contrast-enhanced DLCT and adjusted for vessel iodine

concentrations, showed a high agreement with non-enhanced
DLCT-BMD. Moreover, the phase-independent conversion
equation provides results which are adequate for the detection
of low BMD in a clinical context as well.

Before this conversion, DLCT-BMD values were consis-
tently higher for all scan phases when measured in contrast-
enhanced scans compared with their native BMD references
(Fig. 2). This represents the challenge of adequately separat-
ing intravascular iodine within the vertebra fromHA, which is
attributable to similar spectral absorption behavior of the two
components. Another explanation for this BMD variation is
the present dual-layer set-up, which cannot provide absolute
selectivity on the detector level due to an overlap of the high-
and low-energy spectra [25, 26].

As the very same VOIs were used for comparing both
calculations, the utilization of spectral information is capable
of additionally improving overall BMD accuracy. Although
DLCT is still not perfectly specific for HA, the consistently
higher coefficients of determination in the linear regression
(Table 1) and the GEE analysis suggest that DLCT-BMD
shows a more pronounced functional relation between
contrast-enhanced and native scans compared with conven-
tional BMD. Besides, quantifying iodine concentrations out-
side osseous structures, more precisely in large vessels (Vena
portae, Aorta), significantly improves the accuracy of convert-
ed BMD.

In a pilot analysis (n = 12), tissue iodine concentrations of
paraspinal muscle and fat were measured for all scan phases.
Balancing the linear model between completeness and

Table 1 Comparison of R2

change and adjusted R2 for
several multivariable linear
regression analyses with forward
selection, either based on
contrast-enhanced DLCT-BMD
or on conventional BMD data,
respective native BMD values
served as dependent variable, il-
lustrated for AR and PV

Variable DLCT-BMD (R2c/R2adj) Conv. BMD (R2c/R2adj)

a) arterial phase

AR

1 BMDAR 0.983 (p = 0.000) 0.978 (p = 0.000)
2 IodineVP 0.007 (p = 0.000) 0.008 (p = 0.000)
Total 0.990 0.986

b) portal-venous phase

PV

1 BMDPV 0.976 (p = 0.000) 0.966 (p = 0.000)
2 IodineAA 0.008 (p = 0.000) 0.010 (p = 0.000)
3 IodineVP 0.001 (p = 0.019) -

Total 0.984 0.975
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complexity, however, the rationale was to set up a slender,
numerical ly stable model without overf i t t ing or
multicollinearity. Here, preliminary data suggested focusing
on vessel iodine measurements in order to adjust for the influ-
ence of intravascular contrast agent. After the conversion,
DLCT-BMD showed a high agreement between native and
converted values in Bland-Altman plots (Fig. 3a–c) and a
substantial reduction of MAEs (relative reduction of 64% for

Fig. 3 Bland-Altman plots showing data of randomly selected test
cohorts (n = 44 for AR and PV, n = 88 for PI); the y-axis shows
differences between BMD derived from contrast-enhanced scan phases
and native BMD; the x-axis shows mean values of native DLCT-BMD
and native conventional BMD; the black solid lines indicate equivalence
of BMD values; the colored solid lines indicate the mean of BMD

differences; the colored dotted lines indicate the 95% limits of agreement
(mean difference ± 1.96 SD); blue represents data of DLCT-BMD; red
represents data of conventional BMD; top row =AR (a), middle row =
PV (b), bottom row = PI (c); left column: BMD data before application of
conversion equation, right column: estimated BMD after application of
conversion equation

Table 2 Coefficients of determination (R2) for external data of the test
cohorts (n = 44 for AR and PV, n = 88 for PI)

DLCT-BMD (R2) Conv. BMD (R2)

Arterial phase (AR) 0.989 0.983

Portal-venous phase (PV) 0.987 0.981

Phase-independent analysis (PI) 0.989 0.981
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AR, 83% for PV, and 69% for PI). The validation with exter-
nal data of the test cohort revealed coefficients of determina-
tion that are equivalent to those of the training cohort
(Table 2). This finding confirms a numerically stable model
for BMD prediction that is accurate in new data.

Particularly the phase-independent approach features criti-
cal advantages over phase-specific conversion equations as in
clinical routine, the iodine concentration within the vertebra’s
trabecular compartment may be affected by numerous factors
apart from scan timing [27, 28]: e.g., contrast application
speed, volume, the patient’s circulatory capacity, volume of
distribution, red vs. yellow bone marrow ratio. BMD values
derived from a phase-independent conversion equation could
minimize the influence of those factors and therefore may be
most useful in clinical reality.

Focusing on contrast-enhanced clinical DLCT exams,
these routinely acquired clinical CT data were utilized for
opportunistic BMD measurements to monitor changes such
as tumor- or therapy-associated bone loss, when current non-
enhanced scans are missing. The proposed DLCT-based
method provides the opportunity to retrospectively screen
for low BMD and could at once spare patients additional ex-
posure to radiation by dedicated bone densitometric exams.
Quantifying individual iodine concentrations in abdominal
vessels turned out to be a practicable way of adjusting for
the influence of intravascular contrast agent. In this context,
there is extensive literature indicating the high accuracy of
DLCT-based iodine quantification: within the typically en-
countered concentration ranges in clinical radiology, relative
mean errors of about 3.3 to 4.6% were found, with simulated
patient size and tube voltage inconsistently affecting measur-
ing precision [20, 29, 30].

Comparable studies assessing iodine-associated effects on
BMD quantification with multidetector CT (MDCT) encoun-
tered limitations: a study by Baum et al had a small training
cohort for the conversion equation, relied on phantom calibra-
tion and only used PV scans [31]. A comparable study by
Kaesmacher et al was limited by a small number of enrolled
patients [32].

The conversion equations in this DLCT study, however,
are based on a solid training cohort of 88 patients. An addi-
tional correction step was introduced by adjusting for vascular
iodine concentrations, which can be obtained with minimal
effort in work and time. Besides, DLCT potentially combines
the inherent benefits of dual-energy imaging for
osteodensitometry with the major advantage of QCT, i.e., ex-
clusive volumetric measurements of the trabecular compart-
ment, which is more sensitive regarding therapy-associated
bone remodeling processes [33]—however, without needing
synchronous phantom calibration.

Note that the present statisticalmodels already showvery high
determination coefficients for conventional BMD: contrary to a
comparable study investigating asynchronously calibrated BMD

derived from contrast-enhanced MDCT, DLCT-BMD has sub-
stantially narrower 95% limits of agreement (− 10 to + 11 mg/ml
(DLCT) vs. ca. − 30 to + 14 mg/ml (MDCT) for AR and − 10 to
+ 10 mg/ml (DLCT) vs. ca. − 39 to + 8 mg/ml for PV) and a
better linear fit (R2: 0.983 vs. 0.923 for AR, 0.976 vs. 0.904 for
PV) [32]. Considering theminor contribution of the vessel iodine
corrections, these results suggest a notably higher measuring
accuracy of the DLCT scanner compared with MDCT.

Apart from several phantom studies, two in vivo trials al-
ready showed the diagnostic accuracy of native DLCT regard-
ing osteodensitometric applications: Van Hedent et al demon-
strated that DLCT-based BMD measurements perform very
well in the detection of decreased BMD using DXA as stan-
dard of reference [34]. A previously mentioned study by
Roski et al showed that non-enhanced DLCT-based BMD
measurements are on a par with phantom-based QCT [21].

This study has limitations. As CT exams were retrieved
from clinical routine, there was no systematic variation in
the amount of applied contrast agent to adjust for contrast
load. Furthermore, neither overall circulatory parameters nor
the local vascularization of the vertebral bodies for correlating
contrast distribution could be investigated according to the
retrospective nature of this analysis. Moderating both scan
protocol inconsistencies and varying circulatory parameters,
the phase-independent analysis is potentially meeting clinical
reality best. Besides, the vertebral VOIs were placed manual-
ly, which contributes to the risk of a higher intra- or interob-
server variability. A next step would be to overcome this issue
by implementing a BMD analysis pipeline drawing on auto-
matic segmentation. Additional longitudinal studies will be
needed to investigate the in vivo reproducibility and the pre-
dictive power regarding incidental fractures.

In summary, this study showed that BMD values can be
accurately estimated from contrast-enhanced multiphasic
dual-layer spectral CT examinations, even independently
from the used contrast phase. Moreover, measuring only one
abdominal vessel for iodine concentration could significantly
increase the goodness-of-fit in statistical models. Therefore,
iodine-adjusted DLCT-BMD measurements suggest their po-
tential value for a reliable opportunistic assessment of BMD
even in routine clinical contrast-enhanced examinations.
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